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## III. APPENDIX A

| TEXAS COUNTIES AND COUNTY CODES                                      | III.1  |
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
IDENTIFICATION

DEVELOPED FOR: USERS OF THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET MASTER TAPE

BY: RAILROAD COMMISSION OF TEXAS

SYSTEM NAME: OIL AND GAS DOCKET SYSTEMS

COMPUTER: IBM 2003-116
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE ASSISTS THE DIVISION'S LEGAL STAFF IN MANAGING AND PROCESSING CASES BEFORE THE COMMISSION. IT TRACKS EACH CASE FROM THE TIME AN APPLICATION IS RECEIVED UNTIL IT IS COMPLETED. A CASE MAY INCLUDE NEW DISCOVERIES, EXCEPTIONS TO STATEWIDE RULES, SUSPENSION OF ALLOCATION FORMULAS, DENSITY EXCEPTIONS, FIELD RULES, WASTE OIL MOVEMENT, ETC.

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED ON THE TAPES INCLUDES GENERAL INFORMATION PERTAINING TO EVENTS OR MATTERS REQUIRING DECISIONS BY THE RAILROAD COMMISSION, SUCH AS: APPLICANT/OPERATOR, DATE REQUEST FILED, DATES VARIOUS ACTIONS TAKEN, DISPOSITION, TYPE REQUEST WITH GENERAL DESCRIPTION, LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE, COUNTY, FIELD NAME AND NUMBER, AND WELL PLUGGING ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS.

IN OCTOBER 1992 CHANGES WERE MADE TO THE SYSTEM IN ACCORDANCE WITH SENATE BILL 1103.
## MASTER FILE TAPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECORD</th>
<th>SEGMENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>MASTER</td>
<td>TIMES, EVENTS, AND ACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>APPLICANT/OPERATOR NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>ODOFICER</td>
<td>OFFICERS OF THE APPLICANT/OPERATOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>FIELD NAME AND NUMBER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLEASE</td>
<td>LEASE LEVEL TIMES, EVENTS, AND ACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>ODLSEVL</td>
<td>VIOLATION ON THE LEASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>ODLSEPY</td>
<td>PAYMENT INFORMATION FOR A LEASE VIOLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>ODLSERM</td>
<td>LEASE LEVEL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>ODWELL</td>
<td>WELL LEVEL TIMES, EVENTS, AND ACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ODWELVL</td>
<td>VIOLATION ON THE WELL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ODWELPY</td>
<td>PAYMENT INFORMATION FOR A WELL VIOLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ODWELRM</td>
<td>WELL LEVEL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ODWELABS</td>
<td>COUNTY THAT ABSTRACTS ON THE WELL WERE FILED IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ODWLSFFO</td>
<td>WELL LEVEL, STATE FUND AND FINAL ORDER INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>ODLSEABS</td>
<td>COUNTY THAT ABSTRACTS ON THE LEASE WERE FILED IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO</td>
<td>LEASE LEVEL, STATE FUND AND FINAL ORDER INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
<td>DESCRIPTION OF DOCKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>REMARKS</td>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ODPERMT</td>
<td>PERMIT (OTHER) LEVEL TIMES, EVENTS, AND ACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ODPMTVL</td>
<td>VIOLATION ON THE PERMIT (OTHER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>ODPMTPY</td>
<td>PAYMENT INFORMATION FOR A PERMIT (OTHER) VIOLATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ODMTRM</td>
<td>PERMIT (OTHER) LEVEL ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>ODMTABS</td>
<td>COUNTY THAT ABSTRACTS ON THE PERMIT (OTHER) WERE FILED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>ODMSSFHO</td>
<td>PERMIT (OTHER) LEVEL, STATE FUND AND FINAL ORDER INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>ENFORMNT</td>
<td>PLUGGING ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I.3
## OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATABASE

**NEW DATABASE VIEW HERE.**

* MASTER *
* KEY=01 *

---

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>FIELD</td>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEY=02</td>
<td>KEY=04</td>
<td>KEY=05</td>
<td>KEY=06</td>
<td>KEY=07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

I.4
PHYSICAL TAPE CHARACTERISTICS

1600 BPI, CHANNEL PHASE ENCODED
IBM STANDARD LABELS
   (ONE 80-CHARACTER VOLUME LABEL, TWO 80-CHARACTER HEADER LABELS
   AND TWO 80-CHARACTER TRAILER LABELS)

THE MASTER FILE TAPE IS IDENTIFIED BY THE FOLLOWING INTERNAL
DATASET NAME AND HAS THE LISTED ATTRIBUTES:

DATASET NAME:    T.ODF046
RECORD LENGTH:   552
BLOCKING FACTOR  90
BLOCK SIZE:      32,568
II. FILE INFORMATION
DOCKET MASTER RECORD LAYOUT

***************************
* ODW700AX              *
* NEW: MAST-REFERRAL-STATUS-FLAG *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE *
* MASTER (ROOT) SEGMENT *
* *
* USED TO STORE THE INFORMATION AT THE DOCKET LEVEL *
* *
* SEGMENT NAME: DOCROOT    SEGMENT LENGTH: 400 BYTES *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME       ] TYPE          ] LENGTH   ] SSA NAME *
*-----------------------]------------------]----------]----------*
* MAST-DOCKET-NUM     ] KEY           ] 10 BYTES  ] DOCKNUM *
*                         ]------------------]----------]----------*
***************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                  POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID PIC X(02). 1
  02 DOCKET-MASTER.
    05 MAST-DOCKET-NUM PIC X(10) VALUE SPACES. 3
    05 MAST-DOC-NUM REDEFINES MAST-DOCKET-NUM.
      10 MAST-DISTRICT-NUM PIC X(02).
      10 MAST-DASH PIC X(01).
      10 MAST-ASSIGNED-NUM PIC 9(07).
    05 MAST-OLD-DOC-NUM REDEFINES MAST-DOCKET-NUM.
      10 FILLER PIC X(02).
      10 MAST-OLD-DISTRICT-NUM PIC X(02).
      10 MAST-OLD-DASH PIC X(01).
      10 MAST-OLD-ASSIGNED-NUM PIC 9(05).
    05 MAST-SUFFIX PIC X(03) VALUE SPACES. 13
    05 MAST-DIV PIC 9(01) VALUE ZERO. 16
    05 FILLER PIC X(01) VALUE ZERO. 17
    * APPLICATION FILED DATE  # 1
      05 MAST-FIL-DATE.
        10 MAST-FIL-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 18
        10 MAST-FIL-YR PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 20
        10 MAST-FIL-MO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 22
        10 MAST-FIL-DA PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 24
    * NOTICE OF HEARING DATE  # 2
      05 MAST-NOTICE-DATE.
        10 MAST-NOTICE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 26
        10 MAST-NOTICE-YR PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 28
        10 MAST-NOTICE-MO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 30
        10 MAST-NOTICE-DA PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 32
    * HEARING DATE  # 3
      05 MAST-HEAR-DATE.
        10 MAST-HEAR-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 34
        10 MAST-HEAR-YR PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 36
        10 MAST-HEAR-MO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 38
        10 MAST-HEAR-DA PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 40
    * PFD ISSUED DATE  # 4
      05 MAST-DEC-DATE.

II.1
II.2
II.3
05  MAST-REPORTER PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 227
05  MAST-LEASE-N01 PIC 9(06) VALUE ZERO. 230
05  MAST-LEASE-NAME1 PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 236
05  MAST-RULEMAKINGS-PROPOSED PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 268
05  MAST-RULEMAKINGS-COMPLETED PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 271
05  FILLER PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 274
05  MAST-WELL1 PIC X(06) VALUE SPACES. 306
05  FILLER PIC X(06) VALUE SPACES. 312
05  MAST-COUNTY PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 318
05  MAST-MFRH-GRT PIC 9(01) VALUE ZERO. 321
88  REHEARING-NOT-GRANTED VALUE 1.
88  REHEARING-GRANTED VALUE 2.
88  EXTEND-DEADLINE VALUE 3.
88  OTHER VALUE 4.
88  NO-ACTION VALUE 5.
05  FILLER PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 322
05  MAST-EXAM2 PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 325
05  MAST-EXAM1 PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 328
05  MAST-PROT PIC 9(01) VALUE ZERO. 331
88  UNPROTESTED-CASE VALUE ZERO.
88  PROTESTED-CASE VALUE 1.
05  MAST-ACT-IN PIC 9(01) VALUE ZERO. 332
88  ACTIVE VALUE 1.
88  INACTIVE VALUE 1.
05  MAST-GRT-NGRT PIC 9(01) VALUE ZERO. 333
88  GRANTED VALUE 1.
88  DENIED VALUE 2.
88  DISMISSED VALUE 3.
88  SEE-NDOC VALUE 4.
88  WITHDRAWN VALUE 5.
05  MAST-WIT PIC S9(03) VALUE ZERO. 334
05  MAST-TRAN PIC S9(04) VALUE ZERO. 337
05  MAST-HR PIC S9(03) VALUE ZERO. 341
05  MAST-OLD-NEW-DOCKET PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 344
88  MAST-OLD-DOCKET VALUE 'O'.
88  MAST-NEW-DOCKET VALUE 'N'.
05  MAST-REFERRAL-STATUS-FLAG PIC 9(03) VALUE ZERO. 345
05  MAST-HB1407-LAW-DATE.
  10 MAST-HB1407-LAW-YEAR.
    15 MAST-HB1407-LAW-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 348
    15 MAST-HB1407-LAW-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 350
  10 MAST-HB1407-LAW-MONTH PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 352
  10 MAST-HB1407-LAW-DAY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 354
05  MAST-HB1407-COMPL-DATE.
  10 MAST-HB1407-COMPL-YEAR.
    15 MAST-HB1407-COMPL-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO. 356
II.4
15 MAST-HB1407-COMPL-YY    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO.  358
10 MAST-HB1407-COMPL-MONTH   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO.  360
10 MAST-HB1407-COMPL-DAY     PIC 9(02) VALUE ZERO.  362
05 FILLER                    PIC X(39) VALUE ZEROS.  364
02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER           PIC X(0150).  403
DOCKET MASTER DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700A1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    MASTER (ROOT) SEGMENT                                       *
*                                                               *
*  USED TO STORE THE INFORMATION AT THE DOCKET LEVEL            *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  DOCROOT                                         *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 01.    *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING DATA ITEMS ARE KEPT SEPERATE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL DOCKET.

-------------------------------
MAST-DOCKET-NUM
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS A UNIQUE ASSIGNED IDENTIFIER. POSITIONS 1 & 2 CONTAIN
THE DISTRICT (01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 6E, 7B, 7C, 08, 8A, 8B, 09, AND 10);
POSITION 3 CONTAINS A -; AND POSITIONS 4 THROUGH 10 CONTAIN A UNIQUE
NUMBER.

-------------------------------
MAST-SUFFIX
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS A THREE POSITION CODE TO IDENTIFY THE TYPE OF CASE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78G</td>
<td>APPLICATION TO REDUCE AMOUNT OFFINANCIAL ASSURANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7H9</td>
<td>EXCEPTION FOR SWR 37 AND SWR 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7H8</td>
<td>EXP. TO SWR 37 &amp; 38 HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7A8</td>
<td>EXP. TO SWR 37 &amp; 38 WITHOUT HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>APPLICATION TO CONSTRUCT A SOUR GAS PIPELINE FACILITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>MARKETING PREVIOUSLY FLARED OR VENTED CASINGHEAD GAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGS</td>
<td>APPEAL OF DENIAL OF APPROVAL PURSUANT TO RULE 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S56</td>
<td>EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>SPECIAL ALLOWABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOA</td>
<td>SALVAGE OIL APPLICATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHO</td>
<td>SHOW CAUSE HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEV</td>
<td>SEVERANCE OF P-4 AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R97</td>
<td>STORAGE OF NATURAL GAS IN SALT SOME/CAVERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R96</td>
<td>STORAGE OF NATURAL GAS IN DEPLETED RESERVOIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R95</td>
<td>STORAGE OF LPG PR NGL IN SALT DOME /CAVERN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R94</td>
<td>APPLICATION FOR DISPOSAL OF NORM WASTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R86</td>
<td>HEARING FOR EXCEPTION FOR STATEWIDE RULE 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R83</td>
<td>APPLICATION PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R78</td>
<td>APPLICATION PURSUANT TO STATEWIDE RULE 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R73</td>
<td>GATHERER PIPELINE DISTRICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R52</td>
<td>APPLICATION FOR LEASE ALLOWABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R48</td>
<td>STATEWIDE RULE 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R26</td>
<td>SURFACE COMINGLING HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R23</td>
<td>EXCEPTION TO SWR 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R21</td>
<td>EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R16</td>
<td>REQUIRED FILING OF WELL LOG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REV</td>
<td>REVOCATION OF PERMIT /P-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POH</td>
<td>PROPER OPERATOR HEARING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFC</td>
<td>PROPER FIELD DESIGNATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II.6
RMK - RULEMAKING
R41 - OIL AND GAS DISCOVERIES
A41 - ADMINISTRATIVE OIL AND GAS DISCOVERIES
PPH - PROPER PLUGGINGS HEARINGS
ENF - ENFORCEMENT
ENH - ENFORCEMENT HEARINGS
DEN - ESTABLISHMENT OF AN ENTITY FOR DENSITY PURPOSES
RAT - ALLEGATION OF NON-RATABLE TAKES (STATEWIDE RULE 34)
38D - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 38(D)(3)
R32 - EXCEPTION TO FLARE GAS ORDER
R6P - MULTIPLE COMPLETION - RULE 6
R11 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 11
R13 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 13
R24 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 24
R27 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 27
R28 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 28 AND/OR 29
R55 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 55
R56 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 56
R61 - EXCEPTION TO STATEWIDE RULE 61
R46 - STATEWIDE RULE 46 INJECTION PERMIT
R9P - STATEWIDE RULE 9 DISPOSAL PERMIT
CMP - COMPLAINT PROCEEDING
FDC - FIELD CONSOLIDATION
R74 - UNDERGROUND HYDROCARBON STORAGE
R76 - QUALIFIED SUBDIVISION PLAT
R50 - QUALIFICATION OF ENHANCED RECOVERY PROGRAM
RFR - REVIEW FIELD RULES
MIS - WASTE OIL MOVEMENT
MIS - TRANSFER OF ALLOWABLE WHILE FACILITY UNDER REPAIR

-------------------------------
MAST-DIV
-------------------------------
NOT USED.

-------------------------------
FILLER
-------------------------------
NOT USED.

-------------------------------
MAST-FIL-DATE
MAST-FIL-CC
MAST-FIL-YR
MAST-FIL-MO
MAST-FIL-DA
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THE APPLICATION WAS FILED.

-------------------------------
MAST-NOTICE-DATE
MAST-NOTICE-CC
MAST-NOTICE-YR
MAST-NOTICE-MO
MAST-NOTICE-DA

II.7
This data item shows the Notice of Hearing scheduled date.

Mast-Hear-date
Mast-Hear-cc
Mast-Hear-yr
Mast-Hear-mo
Mast-Hear-da

This data item shows the date the hearing was held.

Mast-Dec-date
Mast-Dec-cc
Mast-Dec-yr
Mast-Dec-mo
Mast-Dec-da

This data item shows the proposal for decision issued date.

Mast-Close-date
Mast-Close-cc
Mast-Close-yr
Mast-Close-mo
Mast-Close-da

This date shows when the application was closed.

Mast-Ord-date
Mast-Ord-cc
Mast-Ord-yr
Mast-Ord-mo
Mast-Ord-da

This data item shows the date the final order was approved by the Commission.

Mast-Con-Mfrh-date
Mast-Con-Mfrh-cc
Mast-Con-Mfrh-yr
Mast-Con-Mfrh-mo
Mast-Con-Mfrh-da

This data item shows the conference for motion for rehearing date.

Mast-Con-date
Mast-Con-cc
Mast-Con-yr
Mast-Con-mo
MAST-CON-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE CONFERENCE DATE.
-----------------------------------

MAST-APPDIS-DATE
MAST-APPDIS-CC
MAST-APPDIS-YR
MAST-APPDIS-MO
MAST-APPDIS-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATE SHOWS WHEN THE APPLICATION WAS WITHDRAWN OR DISMISSED.
-----------------------------------

FILLER
-----------------------------------
NOT USED.
-----------------------------------

MAST-TRANSCRIPT-DATE
MAST-TRANSCRIPT-CC
MAST-TRANSCRIPT-YR
MAST-TRANSCRIPT-MO
MAST-TRANSCRIPT-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE WHEN THE TRANSCRIPT WAS RECEIVED.
-----------------------------------

MAST-PRE-HEAR-DATE
MAST-PRE-HEAR-CC
MAST-PRE-HEAR-YR
MAST-PRE-HEAR-MO
MAST-PRE-HEAR-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE OF THE PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE.
-----------------------------------

MAST-EXCEPTIONS-DATE
MAST-EXCEPTIONS-CC
MAST-EXCEPTIONS-YR
MAST-EXCEPTIONS-MO
MAST-EXCEPTIONS-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE EXCEPTIONS TO PROPOSAL FOR DECISION RECEIVED DATE.
-----------------------------------

MAST-REP-PRO-DATE
MAST-REP-PRO-CC
MAST-REP-PRO-YR
MAST-REP-PRO-MO
MAST-REP-PRO-DA
-----------------------------------
THIS DATE SHOWS WHEN THE REPLIES TO EXCEPTIONS WERE RECEIVED.

II.9
MAST-ORAL-DATE
MAST-ORAL-CC
MAST-ORAL-YR
MAST-ORAL-MO
MAST-ORAL-DA

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE OF THE ORAL ARGUMENT.

MAST-MOTIONS-DATE
MAST-MOTIONS-CC
MAST-MOTIONS-YR
MAST-MOTIONS-MO
MAST-MOTIONS-DA

THIS DATE SHOWS WHEN THE MOTION FOR REHEARING WAS RECEIVED.

MAST-REP-MOT-DATE
MAST-REP-MOT-CC
MAST-REP-MOT-YR
MAST-REP-MOT-MO
MAST-REP-MOT-DA

THIS DATE SHOWS WHEN THE REPLIES TO MOTION FOR REHEARING WERE RECEIVED.

MAST-INTERIM-ORD-DATE
MAST-INTERIM-ORD-CC
MAST-INTERIM-ORD-YR
MAST-INTERIM-ORD-MO
MAST-INTERIM-ORD-DA

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE INTERIM ORDER ISSUED DATE.

FILLER

NOT USED.

MAST-EXPIRATION-DATE
MAST-EXPIRATION-CC
MAST-EXPIRATION-YR
MAST-EXPIRATION-MO
MAST-EXPIRATION-DA

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE EXPIRATION DATE OF ORDER.

II.10
MAST-APPL-LETTER-DA
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NOTICE OF APPLICATION LETTER DATE.
----------------------------------

MAST-REOPEN-HEARING-DATE
MAST-REOPEN-HEARING-CC
MAST-REOPEN-HEARING-YR
MAST-REOPEN-HEARING-MO
MAST-REOPEN-HEARING-DA
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE RE-OPENED HEARING DATE.
----------------------------------

MAST-HEARING-CLOSED-DATE
MAST-HEARING-CLOSED-CC
MAST-HEARING-CLOSED-YR
MAST-HEARING-CLOSED-MO
MAST-HEARING-CLOSED-DA
----------------------------------
THIS DATE SHOWS THE LAST DAY OF THE HEARING.
----------------------------------

FILLER
----------------------------------
NOT USED.
----------------------------------

MAST-REHEARING-HOURS
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF HOURS IN THE REHEARING.
----------------------------------

MAST-H2
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM PERTAINS TO RULE 37 CASES ONLY.
   A  GRANTED BY NOTICE PROCEDURE
   B  ADMINISTRATIVE APPROVAL
----------------------------------

MAST-REPORTER
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE CODE FOR COURT REPORTER.
----------------------------------

MAST-LEASE-NO1
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS LEASE NUMBER 1.
----------------------------------

MAST-LEASE-NAME1
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS LEASE NAME 1.
MAST-RULEMAKINGS-PROPOSED

This data item shows the number of rulemakings proposed.

MAST-RULEMAKINGS-COMPLETED

This data item shows the number of rulemakings completed.

FILLER

Not used.

MAST-WELL1

This data item is well number 1.

FILLER

Not used.

MAST-COUNTY

This data item is the county name.

MAST-MFRH-GRT

This data item shows the motion for rehearing action granted.

0  Not applicable
1  Denied
2  Granted
3  Extended
4  Other

FILLER

Not used.

MAST-EXAM2

This data item is the code for the second examiner on the case.

MAST-EXAM1

This data item is the code for the first examiner on the case.

II.12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAST-PROT</td>
<td>This data item shows if an application was protested.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0: Unprotested Case, 1: Protested Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-ACT-IN</td>
<td>This data item shows the case status.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0: Active, 1: Inactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-GRT-NGRT</td>
<td>This data item shows the disposition of the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0: Not Applicable, 1: Granted, 2: Denied, 3: Dismissed, 4: See NDOC (Legal Enforcement), 5: Withdrawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-WIT</td>
<td>Not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-TRAN</td>
<td>This data item shows the number of transcript pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-HR</td>
<td>This data item shows the number of hours in the hearing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAST-OLD-NEW-DOCKET</td>
<td>This data item shows if the docket is old or new.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O: Old Docket, N: New Docket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DOCKET NAME RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700B1                                                   *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
* NAME(OPERATOR) SEGMENT                                       *
*                                                          *
* USED TO STORE THE OPERATOR INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET     *
*                                                          *
* SEGMENT NAME: NAME SEGMENT LENGTH: 80 BYTES                *
*                                                          *
* VARIABLE NAME ] TYPE ] LENGTH ] SSA NAME                  *
*------------------|----------------|---------|----------*
* APPLI-NAME       ] KEY ] 40 BYTES ] APPLNAME             *
* APPLI-ADDR-KEY   ] SEARCH FIELD ] 6 BYTES ] APPLNUM      *
* APPLI-NAME       ] SECONDARY INDEX ] 40 BYTES ] XNAME     *
* APPLI-ADDR-KEY   ] SECONDARY INDEX ] 6 BYTES ] XAPPLNUM   *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.     POS.  
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID             PIC X(02). 1  
  02 DOCKET-NAME.                  
   05 APPLI-NAME                   PIC X(40) VALUE SPACES. 3  
   05 APPLI-ADDR-KEY               PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROES. 43  
   05 APPLI-1407-STATUS-FLAG      PIC X(01) VALUE SPACE. 49  
     88 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT      VALUE SPACE.  
     88 APPLI-1407-VIOLATION      VALUE 'Y'.  
   05 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-DATE.   
      10 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-YEAR. 50  
      15 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-CC   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 50  
      15 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-YY   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 52  
      10 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-MM   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 54  
      10 APPLI-1407-COMPLIANT-DD   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 56  
   05 FILLER                       PIC X(25) VALUE ZEROES. 58  
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER              PIC X(0470). 83  

II.14
DOBCT NAME DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700B1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    NAME(OPERATOR) SEGMENT                                      *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE OPERATOR INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET         *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  NAME                                           *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 02.    *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
APPLI-NAME
-------------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE APPLICANT/OPERATOR (ANY PERSON, FIRM,
JOINT VENTURE, OR OTHER ORGANIZATION...ACTING AS A PRINCIPAL
OR AGENT FOR ANOTHER, FOR THE PURPOSE OF DRILLING, OPERATING
OR PRODUCING ANY OIL, GAS OR GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE WELL OR
TRANSPORTING OR REFINING CRUDE OIL, GAS PRODUCTS, OR
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATED MINERALS).

-------------------------------
APPLI-ADDR-KEY
-------------------------------

THIS NUMBER IS ASSIGNED TO THE OPERATOR BY RRC AS A CONSEQUENCE
OF THE FILING OF A P-5 FORM (AN ORGANIZATION REPORT REQUIRED OF
ANYONE ENTERING ANY PHASE OF THE OIL AND GAS BUSINESS IN TEXAS
WHICH IS REGULATED BY THE RRC).

II.15
DOCKET OFFICER RECORD LAYOUT

******************************************************************
* ODW700C1                                                        *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE          *
* OFFICER SEGMENT                                                  *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE OFFICERS LINKED WITH THE ORGANIZATION       *
* ON THE DOCKET                                                   *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODOFICER  SEGMENT LENGTH: 100 BYTES              *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME ] TYPE ] SSA NAME                               *
*-------------------------]---------------------]----------------*
* OFFICER-NAME            ] KEY                 ] OFFNAMKY       *
* OFFICER-ID-NUMBER       ] SEARCH FIELD        ] OFFIDNUM       *
* OFFICER-NAME            ] SECONDARY INDEX     ] XOFFNAME       *
* OFFICER-ID-NUMBER       ] SECONDARY INDEX     ] XOFFIDNM       *
* OFFICER-DB-UNIQUE-NUMBER] DATABASE UNIQUE NBR ] N/A           *
******************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                                   POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID       PIC X(02). 1
  02 DOCKET-OFFICER-IO-AREA.
      05 OFFICER-NAME        PIC X(32)  VALUE SPACES.   3
      05 OFFICER-ID-NUMBER   PIC X(20)  VALUE ZEROES.  35
      05 OFFICER-DB-UNIQUE-NUMBER   PIC 9(03)  VALUE ZEROES.  55
      05 OFFICER-1407-STATUS-FLAG PIC X(01)  VALUE SPACE.  58
          88 OFFICER-1407-COMPLIANT VALUE SPACE.    59
          88 OFFICER-1407-VIOLATION  VALUE 'Y'.    61
      05 OFFICER-1407-COMPLIANT-DATE.
          10 OFFICER-1407-COMPLIANT-CC PIC 99  VALUE ZERO.  63
          10 OFFICER-1407-COMPLIANT-YY PIC 99  VALUE ZERO.  65
          10 OFFICER-1407-COMPLIANT-MM PIC 99  VALUE ZERO.  67
      05 FILLER                PIC X(36)  VALUE ZEROES.  69
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER        PIC X(0450). 103
DOCKET OFFICER DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700C1                                                      *
*                                                               *
*   THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*   OFFICER SEGMENT                                              *
*                                                               *
*   USED TO STORE THE OFFICERS LINKED WITH THE ORGANIZATION     *
*   ON THE DOCKET                                               *
*   RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 03.  *
*                                                               *
*                                                               *
*   SEGMENT NAME:  ODOFICER                                       *
******************************************************************

-------------------------------
OFFICER-NAME
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS A KEY FOR INTERNAL USE BY ADP. IT IS THE NAME
OF THE OFFICER THAT THE SEGMENT IS FOR. THE NAME IS FROM THE
ORGANIZATION DATA BASE OR FROM A NAME KEYED BY THE USER.

-------------------------------
OFFICER-ID-NUMBER
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS A SECONDARY INDEX TO THE OFFICER SEGMENT. IT IS
THE IDENTIFYING NUMBER THAT THE OFFICER HAS SUPPLIED TO THE
RAILROAD COMMISSION, I.E., SSN OR DRIVER'S LICENSE. IT IS
RETRIEVED FROM THE ORGANIZATION DATA BASE OR KEYED BY THE USER.

-------------------------------
OFFICER-DB-UNIQUE-NUMBER
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS A UNIQUE DATA BASE NUMBER TO THE OFFICER
SEGMENT THAT MAKES THE SECONDARY INDEX UNIQUE. THIS UNIQUE
NUMBER HAS NO RELATION TO THE UNIQUE NUMBER ON THE P-5 DATA BASE.
DOCKET FIELD RECORD LAYOUT

******************************************************************************
* ODW700D1                                                                *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE                *
*    FIELD SEGMENT                                                          *
*                                                                             *
*  USED TO STORE THE FIELD INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET                      *
*                                                                             *
* SEGMENT NAME:  FLDNAME            SEGMENT LENGTH:  50 BYTES               *
******************************************************************************

* VARIABLE NAME        ] TYPE           ] LENGTH       ] SSA NAME        *
*----------------------]-----------------]------------]-----------*
* FIELD-NAME           ] KEY           ] 32 BYTES     ] FIELDNAM     *
* FIELD-NUMBER         ] SEARCH FIELD   ]  8 BYTES     ] FIELDNUM    *
* FIELD-NAME           ] SECONDARY INDEX] 32 BYTES     ] XFLDNAME    *
* FIELD-NUMBER         ] SECONDARY INDEX]  8 BYTES     ] XFLDNUMB    *
******************************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                                             POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID  PIC X(02). 1
  02 DOCKET-FLD-NAME.                                                     
    03 FIELD-NAME     PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 3
    03 FIELD-NUMBER  PIC 9(8) VALUE ZEROES. 35
    03 FILLER1       PIC X(10) VALUE ZEROES. 43
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER  PIC X(0500). 53

II.18
DOCKET FIELD DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700D1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    FIELD SEGMENT                                              *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE FIELD INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET        *
*                                                               *
*    SEGMENT NAME:  FLDNAME                                     *
*                                                               *
*    RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 04. *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

-----------------------------------
FIELD-NAME
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE FIELD NAME WHICH IS GENERALLY MADE UP OF
A WORD CHOSEN BY THE OPERATOR, THE STRATIGRAPHIC INTERVAL NAME
OF THE FORMATION, AND THE FORMATION DEPTH AT WHICH THE FIELD
IS LOCATED, I.E., JOHNSON FRIO 4700.

-----------------------------------
FIELD-NUMBER
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS AN EIGHT-DIGIT NUMBER ASSIGNED TO A FIELD BY
THE FIELD DESIGNATION SECTION OF THE OIL AND GAS DIVISION AT
THE RRC. THE FIRST FIVE POSITIONS OF THE FIELD NUMBER ARE
UNIQUE TO EACH FIELD. THE LAST THREE NUMBERS ARE THE
RESERVOIR NUMBER.
LEASE RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700EX                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE       *
*    LEASE SEGMENT                                                *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET             *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODLEASE   SEGMENT LENGTH: 550 BYTES              *
*                                                               *
* VARIABLE NAME      | TYPE        | SSA NAME       *
*---------------------|-------------|---------------*
* ODLEASE-LEASE-KEY  | KEY         | ODLSEKY       *
* ODLEASE-NAME       | SEARCH FIELD| LSENAME       *
* ODLEASE-NUM-RRCID  | SEARCH FIELD| LSENUMB       *
* ODLEASE-DIST-ID-NUM| SEARCH FIELD| LSEDSTID      *
* ODLEASE-DIST-ID-NUM| SECONDARY INDEX| XLSENUMB *
* ODLEASE-NAME       | SECONDARY INDEX| XLSENAME *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID          PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-LEASE-IO-AREA.
    05 ODLEASE-NAME              PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 3
    05 ODLEASE-LEASE-KEY.        PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 35
      88 ODLEASE-OIL-CODE         VALUE 'O'.
      88 ODLEASE-GAS-CODE         VALUE 'G'.
      88 ODLEASE-DUMMY-CODE       VALUE 'X'.
    10 ODLEASE-DIST-ID-NUM.       PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 36
      15 ODLEASE-DISTRICT         PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROES. 38
    05 ODLEASE-STATUS             PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 44
      88 ODLEASE-ACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'A'.
      88 ODLEASE-INACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'I'.
    05 ODLEASE-EXAMINER-1-CODE    PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 45
    05 ODLEASE-EXAMINER-2-CODE    PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 48
    05 ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEARING-DATE.
      10 ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 51
      10 ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 55
    05 ODLEASE-HEARING-DATE.
      10 ODLEASE-HEARING-CC         PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 59
      10 ODLEASE-HEARING-MM         PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 63
    05 ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-DATE.
      10 ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 67
      10 ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 71
II.20
ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-RECVED-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 163
10 ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 165
10 ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 167
10 ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 169

ODLEASE-MFRH-CONFERENCE-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 171
10 ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 173
10 ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 175
10 ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 177

ODLEASE-TRANSCRIPT-RECVD-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-TRANS-REC-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 179
10 ODLEASE-TRANS-REC-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 181
10 ODLEASE-TRANS-REC-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 183
10 ODLEASE-TRANS-REC-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 185

ODLEASE-ACTION-RECOMEND-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-ACTION-RECMND-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 187
10 ODLEASE-ACTION-RECMND-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 189
10 ODLEASE-ACTION-RECMND-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 191
10 ODLEASE-ACTION-RECMND-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 193

ODLEASE-FINAL-ORD-ADM-ACT-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 195
10 ODLEASE-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 197
10 ODLEASE-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 199
10 ODLEASE-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 201

ODLEASE-1ST-OUTSTD-FNL-ORD-DTE.
10 ODLEASE-1ST-FINAL-ORD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 203
10 ODLEASE-1ST-FINAL-ORD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 205
10 ODLEASE-1ST-FINAL-ORD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 207
10 ODLEASE-1ST-FINAL-ORD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 209

ODLEASE-LST-OUTSTD-FNL-ORD-DTE.
10 ODLEASE-LST-FINAL-ORD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 211
10 ODLEASE-LST-FINAL-ORD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 213
10 ODLEASE-LST-FINAL-ORD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 215
10 ODLEASE-LST-FINAL-ORD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 217

ODLEASE-INTERROGATORIES-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-INTERROGATORIES-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 219
10 ODLEASE-INTERROGATORIES-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 221
10 ODLEASE-INTERROGATORIES-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 223
10 ODLEASE-INTERROGATORIES-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 225

ODLEASE-REQ-FOR-ACTION-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 227
10 ODLEASE-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 229
10 ODLEASE-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 231
10 ODLEASE-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 233

ODLEASE-30-DAY-LETTER-DATE.
10 ODLEASE-30-DAY-LETTER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 235
10 ODLEASE-30-DAY-LETTER-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 237
10 ODLEASE-30-DAY-LETTER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 239
10 ODLEASE-30-DAY-LETTER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 241

ODLEASE-AGREED-ORD-ADM-ACT-DTE.
10 ODLEASE-AGRD-ORD-ADMIN-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 243
10 ODLEASE-AGRD-ORD-ADMIN-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 245
10 ODLEASE-AGRD-ORD-ADMIN-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 247
10 ODLEASE-AGRD-ORD-ADMIN-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 249
05 ODLEASE-LEASE-CLOSE-DATE.
  10 ODLEASE-LEASE-CLOSE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 251
  10 ODLEASE-LEASE-CLOSE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 253
  10 ODLEASE-LEASE-CLOSE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 255
  10 ODLEASE-LEASE-CLOSE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 257

05 ODLEASE-DISCOVERY-DATE.
  10 ODLEASE-DISCOVERY-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 259
  10 ODLEASE-DISCOVERY-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 261
  10 ODLEASE-DISCOVERY-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 263
  10 ODLEASE-DISCOVERY-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 265

05 ODLEASE-ASSIGNED-DATE.
  10 ODLEASE-ASSIGNED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 267
  10 ODLEASE-ASSIGNED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 269
  10 ODLEASE-ASSIGNED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 271
  10 ODLEASE-ASSIGNED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 273

05 ODLEASE-COMPLAINT-NUMBER.
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-DIST PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 275
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-DASH1 PIC X(01) VALUE '-'. 277
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-CENTURY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 278
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-YEAR PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 280
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-DASH2 PIC X(01) VALUE '-'. 282
  10 ODLEASE-COMPLNT-NUMBER PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 283

05 ODLEASE-COUNTY-NAME PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 287

05 ODLEASE-COURT-REPORTER PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 319

05 ODLEASE-HEARING-HOURS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 322

05 ODLEASE-REHEARING-HOURS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 326

05 ODLEASE-TRANSCRIPT-PAGES PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 330

05 ODLEASE-FNL-ORD-ASSESSED-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 339

05 ODLEASE-AGREED-ORDER-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 348

05 ODLEASE-CIVIL-PENALTY-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 357

05 ODLEASE-ENHANCE-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 366

05 ODLEASE-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 375

05 ODLEASE-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 384

05 ODLEASE-NBR-OF-PARTIES-ALLEDGD PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 393

05 ODLEASE-PRT-SECTRY-ST-RPT-FLG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 397

88 ODLSE-PRT-ON-SEC-OF-ST-RPT VALUE 'Y'. 398

05 ODLEASE-DISPOSITION PIC X(02) VALUE 'PR'. 398

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-DISMISS VALUE 'DM'. 399

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-SETTLE VALUE 'SL'. 400

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-PAY-OUT VALUE 'PY'. 401

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-NEGOTIATION VALUE 'NE'. 402

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-PROCEED VALUE 'PR'. 403

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-DEFAULT VALUE 'DE'. 404

88 ODLSE-DISPOSITION-OTHER VALUE 'OT'. 405

05 ODLEASE-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 400

05 ODLEASE-ENFORCE-RECOMMND-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 425

88 ODLSE-ENHANCE-VIOL-HISTORY VALUE 'VH'. 425

88 ODLSE-ENHANCE-OTHER VALUE 'OT'. 426

05 ODLEASE-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 427

05 ODLEASE-ENFORCE-RECOMMND-FROM PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 452

88 ODLSE-PRORATION-REC-ENFRCE VALUE 'PR'. 453

88 ODLSE-FIELD-OPS-REC-ENFRCE VALUE 'FO'. 454
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88 ODLSE-OTHER-REC-ENFRCE       VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLLEASE-ENFORCEREC-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 455
05 ODLLEASE-FINAL-ORD-OUTSTANDING PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 480
88 ODLLEASE-FINAL-ORDER-OUTSTANDING VALUE 'Y'.
88 ODLLEASE-FINAL-ORDER-NOT-OUTSTAND VALUE 'N'.
05 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 481
88 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION-NOT-GRANTED VALUE 'NG'.
88 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION-GRANTED VALUE 'GR'.
88 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION-EXT-DEADLINE VALUE 'ED'.
88 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION-SEE-REMARKS VALUE 'SR'.
88 ODLLEASE-MFRH-ACTION-NO-ACTION VALUE 'NA'.
05 ODLLEASE-DEFAULT-HEARING PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 483
88 ODLLEASE-DEFAULT-HEARING VALUE 'Y'.
88 ODLLEASE-NOT-DEFAULT-HEARING VALUE 'N'.
05 ODLLEASE-APPEAL-MADE-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE 'N'. 484
88 ODLLEASE-APPEAL-MADE VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODLLEASE-APPEAL-ACTIVE-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE 'N'. 485
88 ODLLEASE-APPEAL-ACTIVE VALUE 'Y'.
05 FILLER PIC X(67) VALUE ZEROS. 486

II.24
LEASE DATA DICTIONARY

***********************************************************************
* ODW700E1                                                          *
*                                                               *
*   THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE          *
*   LEASE SEGMENT                                                  *
*                                                               *
*   USED TO STORE THE LEASE INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET             *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID       RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 05.          *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLEASE                                         *
***********************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING DATA ITEMS ARE KEPT SEPARATE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL LEASE ON A DOCKET.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-NAME
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NAME OF THE LEASE THAT THE SEGMENT IS FOR. THE NAME IS FROM THE P-4 DATA BASE OR FROM A NAME KEYED BY THE USER.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-OIL-GAS-CODE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHETHER THE LEASE IS AN OIL LEASE OR A GAS LEASE. IF THE CODE IS A "X", THE ODLEASE-NUM-RRCID WILL CONTAIN A DUMMY LEASE NUMBER USED FOR INTERNAL PROCESSING ONLY.

    O   OIL LEASE  
    G   GAS LEASE  
    X   DUMMY LEASE NUMBER

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-DISTRICT
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DISTRICT OF THE LEASE.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-NUM-RRCID
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS A VALID P-4 LEASE NUMBER. IF THE ODLEASE-OIL-GAS-CODE CONTAINS A "X", THIS DATA ITEM WILL CONTAIN A DUMMY LEASE NUMBER USED FOR INTERNAL PROCESSING ONLY.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-STATUS
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE STATUS OF THE LEASE AS IT PERTAINS TO THIS PARTICULAR DOCKET. A VALUE OF 'A' MEANS THAT THE LEASE IS STILL ACTIVE ON II.25
THE DOCKET OR HAS NOT BEEN CLEARED UP. A VALUE OF 'I' SHOW THAT THE LEASE HAS BEEN MADE INACTIVE ON THE DOCKET EVEN THOUGH THE DOCKET MAY STILL BE ACTIVE.

A   ACTIVE
I   INACTIVE

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-EXAMINER-1-CODE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE FOR THE PRIMARY EXAMINER ASSIGNED TO THE LEASE ON THIS DOCKET.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-EXAMINER-2-CODE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE FOR THE SECONDARY EXAMINER ASSIGNED TO THE LEASE ON THIS DOCKET.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEARING-DATE
ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-CC
ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-YY
ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-MM
ODLEASE-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE HEARING NOTICES WERE SENT OUT.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-HEARING-DATE
ODLEASE-HEARING-CC
ODLEASE-HEARING-YY
ODLEASE-HEARING-MM
ODLEASE-HEARING-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THIS LEASE HAS BEEN SET FOR HEARING.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-DATE
ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-CC
ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-YY
ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-MM
ODLEASE-HEARING-CLOSED-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE HEARING FOR THIS LEASE WAS CLOSED.

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-PREHEAR-CONF-DATE
ODLEASE-PREHEAR-CONF-CC
ODLEASE-PREHEAR-CONF-YY
ODLEASE-PREHEAR-CONF-MM
ODLEASE-PREHEAR-CONF-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE IS SET
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-RE-OPENED-HEARING-DATE</td>
<td>Contains the date that the hearing was reopened.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-PFD-ISSUED-DATE</td>
<td>The date that the proposal for decision was issued.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-EXC-TO-PFD-RECVED-DATE</td>
<td>The date that any exceptions to the proposal for decision were received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-REPLY-PFD-EXC-REC-DATE</td>
<td>The date that the replies to the proposal for decision exceptions were received.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-CONFERENCE-DATE</td>
<td>The date that the conference has been set for.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLEASE-ORDER-SERVED-DATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE RAILROAD COMMISSION ORDERS WERE SERVED TO THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VIOLATION.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-INTERIM-ORD-ISS-DATE
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-CC
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-YY
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-MM
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-DD
-----------------------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE INTERIM ORDERS WERE SERVED.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-INTERIM-ORD-EXP-DATE
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-CC
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-YY
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-MM
   ODLEASE-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-DD
-----------------------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE INTERIM ORDERS WILL EXPIRE ON.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DATE
   ODLEASE-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-CC
   ODLEASE-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-YY
   ODLEASE-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-MM
   ODLEASE-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DD
-----------------------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT HAS BEEN SET TO HEAR ORAL ARGUMENTS.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-MFRH-RECEIVED-DATE
   ODLEASE-MFRH-RECEIVED-CC
   ODLEASE-MFRH-RECEIVED-YY
   ODLEASE-MFRH-RECEIVED-MM
   ODLEASE-MFRH-RECEIVED-DD
-----------------------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE MOTION FOR REHEARING WAS RECEIVED.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-RECVED-DATE
   ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-CC
   ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-YY
   ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-MM
   ODLEASE-REPLY-MFRH-REC-DD
-----------------------------------------------
THIS ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE REPLIES TO THE MOTION FOR REHEARING WERE RECEIVED.

-----------------------------------------------
ODLEASE-MFRH-CONFERENCE-DATE
   ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-CC
   ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-YY
   ODLEASE-MFRH-CONF-MM
-----------------------------------------------
THIS IS THE CONFERENCE DATE THAT HAS BEEN SET FOR THE MOTION FOR REHEARING.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE TRANSCRIPT WAS RECEIVED.

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THIS LEASE WAS RECOMMENDED TO HAVE ACTION TAKEN ON IT.

THIS IS THE FINAL ORDER ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION DATE.

THIS IS THE DATE OF THE FIRST OUTSTANDING FINAL ORDER.

THIS IS THE DATE OF THE LAST OUTSTANDING FINAL ORDER.

II.29
THIS THE DATE THAT THE INTERROGATORIES HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED TO BEGIN.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE REQUEST FOR ACTION (RFA) WAS DONE.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE 30-DAY NOTICE LETTER WAS ISSUED.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION WAS TAKEN ON THE AGREED ORDER.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT ALL ACTION WAS COMPLETED FOR A PARTICULAR LEASE.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT A LETTER WAS SENT REQUESTING DISCOVERY.
THIS DATA ITEMS CONTAINS THE AMOUNT OF THE CIVIL PENALTY.

ODLEASE-ENHANCE-AMT

THIS IS THE ENHANCEMENT AMOUNT ADDED TO THE SETTLEMENT.

ODLEASE-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT

THIS IS THE AMOUNT OF SETTLEMENT OFFERED.

ODLEASE-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT

THIS IS THE AMOUNT OF SETTLEMENT AGREED UPON.

ODLEASE-NBR-OF-PARTIES-ALLEDGD

THIS IS THE NUMBER OF PARTIES INVOLVED.

ODLEASE-DISPOSITION

THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES THE DISPOSITION OF THE CASE ON THIS LEASE.

  DM  DISMISSED
  SL  SETTLED
  CM  COMPLAINT
  PY  PAY-OUT
  NE  NEGOTIATION
  PR  PROCEED
  DE  DEFAULT
  OT  OTHER

ODLEASE-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM HOLDS A REMARK TO INDICATE WHAT THE DISPOSITION OF OTHER IS.

ODLEASE-ENHANCEMENT

THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHAT THE ENHANCEMENT WAS FOR IF ONE WAS ADDED.

  VH  VIOLATION HISTORY
  OT  OTHER

ODLEASE-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM HOLDS A REMARK TO INDICATE WHAT THE ENHANCEMENT OF OTHER IS.
---
ODLEASE-STAFF-PRESENTATION
---
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES THAT THERE WAS A STAFF PRESENTATION OR NOT.

Y  STAFF PRESENTATION
N  NO STAFF PRESENTATION

---
ODLEASE-ENFORCE-RECOMMND-FROM
---
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHERE THE RECOMMENDATION FOR ENFORCEMENT ACTION CAME FROM.

PR  PRORATION
FO  FIELD OPS
OT  OTHER

---
ODLEASE-ENFORCE-REC-OTHER-RMK
---
THIS DATA ITEM HOLDS A REMARK TO INDICATE WHAT THE RECOMMENDED ENFORCEMENT OF OTHER IS.

---
ODLEASE-FINAL-ORD-OUTSTANDING
---
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER THE FINAL ORDER IS OUTSTANDING OR NOT.

Y  FINAL ORDER OUTSTANDING
N  FINAL ORDER NOT OUTSTANDING

---
ODLEASE-MFRH-ACTION
---
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES THE ACTION TAKEN ON THE MOTION FOR REHEARING.

NG  NOT GRANTED
GR  GRANTED
ED  EXTENDED DEADLINE
OT  OTHER

---
ODLEASE-DEFAULT-HEARING
---
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER THE HEARING WAS A DEFAULT OR NOT.

Y  DEFAULT HEARING
N  NOT DEFAULT HEARING

---
ODLEASE-APPEAL-MADE-FLAG
---

II.33
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER AN APPEAL HAS BEEN MADE.

Y   APPEAL MADE
N   NO APPEAL MADE

-------------------------------
ODLEASE-APPEAL-ACTIVE-FLAG
-------------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER AN APPEAL THAT HAS BEEN MADE ACTIVE.

Y   APPEAL ACTIVE
N   APPEAL NOT ACTIVE
**LEASE VIOLATION RECORD LAYOUT**

* ODW700F1
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE
* LEASE VIOLATION SEGMENT
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE VIOLATION INFORMATION
* FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A LEASE
* SEGMENT NAME: ODLSEVL  SEGMEN LENGTH: 200 BYTES

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SSA NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-VIOLATION-CODE</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODLSVLKY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.</th>
<th>POS.</th>
<th>RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID PIC X(02). 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OD-LEASE-VIOLATION-IO-AREA.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-VIOL-CODE PIC X(05) VALUE SPACES. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-OPER-NAME</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-OPER-NUMBER PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS. 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-STATUS</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-AGREED-ORD-RECEIVED PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-fee-RECVD PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPLIANCE-DATE.</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-yy PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PLUGGED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PRODUCED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPIRED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED PIC X(02). 109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-APPROVE</td>
<td>Permit Approval</td>
<td>'PA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-EXTEN-RE-FILED</td>
<td>Extension Re-Filed</td>
<td>'ER'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-EXTEN-APPROVE</td>
<td>Extension Approve</td>
<td>'EA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-POLLUT-NATURAL</td>
<td>Pollution Natural</td>
<td>'PN'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-REVOKE</td>
<td>Revoke 14B2</td>
<td>'RE'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-SUSPEND</td>
<td>Suspend 14B2</td>
<td>'SD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-SIGNS-POSTED</td>
<td>Signs Posted</td>
<td>'SI'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - Well</td>
<td>'RW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-LSE</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - LSE</td>
<td>'RL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-AREA</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - Area</td>
<td>'RA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-P5-GOOD-STAND</td>
<td>P5 Good Standard</td>
<td>'GS'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-OTHER</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>'OT'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER</td>
<td>S-F Other</td>
<td>'SF'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-2</td>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>'PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PLUGGED</td>
<td>Plugged</td>
<td>'PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG</td>
<td>St Fund Plugged</td>
<td>'SP'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PRODUCED</td>
<td>Produced</td>
<td>'PD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS</td>
<td>Domestic Gas</td>
<td>'DG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER</td>
<td>Domestic Water</td>
<td>'DW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN</td>
<td>14B2 Extension</td>
<td>'14'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN</td>
<td>P5-14B2 Extension</td>
<td>'P5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED</td>
<td>Pit Backfilled</td>
<td>'PB'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED</td>
<td>Pollution Remediation</td>
<td>'PR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED</td>
<td>SF Pollution Remediation</td>
<td>'SR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD</td>
<td>Form Rep Approvd</td>
<td>'FA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKE</td>
<td>Permit Revoke</td>
<td>'RV'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPRIED</td>
<td>Permit Expired</td>
<td>'EX'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND</td>
<td>Permit Suspend</td>
<td>'SU'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED</td>
<td>Permit Re-Filed</td>
<td>'RE'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-APPROVE</td>
<td>Permit Approve</td>
<td>'PA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-EXTEN-APPROVE</td>
<td>Extension Approve</td>
<td>'EA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-POLLUT-NATURAL2</td>
<td>Pollution Natural2</td>
<td>'PN'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-REVOKE2</td>
<td>Revoke 14B22</td>
<td>'RE'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-SUSPEND2</td>
<td>Suspend 14B22</td>
<td>'SD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-SIGNS-POSTED2</td>
<td>Signs Posted2</td>
<td>'SI'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL2</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - Well2</td>
<td>'RW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-LSE2</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - LSE2</td>
<td>'RL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-AREA2</td>
<td>Remediation Physical - Area2</td>
<td>'RA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-P5-GOOD-STAND2</td>
<td>P5 Good Standard2</td>
<td>'GS'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-OTHER2</td>
<td>Other2</td>
<td>'OT'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER2</td>
<td>S-F Other2</td>
<td>'SF'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-3</td>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>'PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PLUGGED3</td>
<td>Plugged3</td>
<td>'PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG3</td>
<td>St Fund Plugged3</td>
<td>'SP'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PRODUCED3</td>
<td>Produced3</td>
<td>'PD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS3</td>
<td>Domestic Gas3</td>
<td>'DG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER3</td>
<td>Domestic Water3</td>
<td>'DW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN3</td>
<td>14B2 Extension3</td>
<td>'14'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN3</td>
<td>P5-14B2 Extension3</td>
<td>'P5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED3</td>
<td>Pit Backfilled3</td>
<td>'PB'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED3</td>
<td>Pollution Remediation3</td>
<td>'PR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED3</td>
<td>SF Pollution Remediation3</td>
<td>'SR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD3</td>
<td>Form Rep Approvd3</td>
<td>'FA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODLSEVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKE3</td>
<td>Permit Revoke3</td>
<td>'RV'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEASE VIOLATION DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700F1                                                      *
*                                                               *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    LEASE VIOLATION SEGMENT                                    *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE LEASE VIOLATION INFORMATION FOR EACH      *
*    VIOLATION UNDER A LEASE                                     *
*    RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 06.  *
*                                                               *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSEVL                                        *
*****************************************************************

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-VIOL-CODE
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE RULE VIOLATION NUMBER.

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-OPER-NAME
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NAME.

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-OPER-NUMBER
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NUMBER.

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-STATUS
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW IF THE LEASE IS IN VIOLATION
OR IF THE VIOLATION HAS BEEN CORRECTED.

    I  IN VIOLATION
    C  CORRECTED VIOLATION

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE SETTLEMENT OFFER AMOUNT.

----------------------------
ODLSEVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AGREED SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.
ODLSEVL-AGREED-ORD-RECEIVED

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE OFFICIAL SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.

ODLSEVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ORDER TO COMPLY WITH ALL RULE VIOLATIONS AND/OR PAY ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.

ODLSEVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF PERFORMANCE BONDS OR LETTER OF CREDIT THE COMMISSION HAS RECEIVED.

ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-FEE-RECVD

THIS DATA ITEM SHOW THE AMOUNT OF NON-REFUNDABLE FEES RECEIVED.

ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPLIANCE-DATE
  ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-CC
  ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-YY
  ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-MM
  ODLSEVL-RULE-COMPL-DD

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE COMPLIANCE FEE WAS RECEIVED.

ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-1

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN TO GET INTO COMPLIANCE WITH RULES VIOLATED WITHOUT REQUESTING STATE FUNDS. THERE CAN BE UP TO FOUR.

PL   PLUGGED
SP   STATE FUND PLUG
PD   PRODUCED
DG   DOMESTIC GAS
DW   DOMESTIC WATER
14   14B2 EXTENSION
P5   P-5 14B2 EXTENSION
PB   PIT BACKFILLED
PR   POLLUTION REMEDIED
SR   STATE FUND POLLUTION REMEDIED
FA   FORM REP. APPROVED
RV   PERMIT REVOKED
EX   PERMIT EXPIRED
SU   PERMIT SUSPENDED
RF   PERMIT REFILED

II.39
PA   PERMIT APPROVED
ER   EXTENSION REFILLED
EA   EXTENSION APPROVED
PN   POLLUTION NATURAL
RE   14B2 REVOKED
SD   14B2 SUSPENDED
SI   SIGNS POSTED
RW   REMEDIED PHYSICAL LEASE
RL   REMEDIED PHYSICAL LEASE
PA   REMEDIED PHYSICAL AREA
GS   P5 GOOD STANDING
OT   OTHER
SF   STATE FUNDING OTHER

ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-2
This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated without requesting state funds. List displayed in the definition of ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-3
This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated after state funds have been requested. List displayed in the definition of ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-4
This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated after state funds have been requested. List displayed in the definition of ODLSEVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

ODLSEVL-COMPL-OTHER-RMK
This data item is used for remarks if 'OT' was selected on one of the four compliance types.

ODLSEVL-COMPL-SF-OTHER-RMK
This data item is used for remarks if 'SF' was selected on one of the four compliance types.
LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700G1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT SEGMENT                            *
*                                                             *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT INFORMATION         *
*    FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A LEASE                          *
*                                                             *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODLSEPY      SEGMENT LENGTH: 230 BYTES          *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
*              UNKEYED SEGMENT                                  *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                        POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID            PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-LEASE-VIOL-PAYMENT-IO-AREA.
     05 ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUMBER.
        10 ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  3
        10 ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS.  5
     05 ODLSEPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 11
     05 ODLSEPY-PAYMENT-RECD-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 18
     05 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-DATE.
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 27
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 29
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 31
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 33
     05 ODLSEPY-PAYMENT-DEPOSITED-DATE.
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 35
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 37
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 39
        10 ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 41
     05 ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 43
     05 ODLSEPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO      PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  48
          88 ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-CLEAN-UP            VALUE 'CU'.
          88 ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-GENERAL-REV         VALUE 'GR'.
          88 ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER               VALUE 'OT'.
     05 ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 50
     05 ODLSEPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 75
          88 ODLSEPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG             VALUE 'Y'.
          88 ODLSEPY-NOT-COLLECTED-BY-AG          VALUE 'N'.
     05 ODLSEPY-NUMBER-OF-PAYMENTS-DUE PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  78
     05 ODLSEPY-PAYOUT-AGREEMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 85
          88 ODLSEPY-PAYOUT-AGREED              VALUE 'Y'.
          88 ODLSEPY-NO-PAYOUT-AGREED           VALUE 'N'.
     05 ODLSEPY-TOTAL-BALANCE-DUE PIC S9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  86
     05 ODLSEPY-TRANSFER-DATE.
        10 ODLSEPY-XFER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  95
        10 ODLSEPY-XFER-Y PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  97
        10 ODLSEPY-XFER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  99
        10 ODLSEPY-XFER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 101
     05 ODLSEPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 103
05 ODLSEPY-XFER-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 110
05 ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 119
  88 ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
  88 ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM-GENERAL-REV VALUE 'GR'.
  88 ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSEPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 121
05 ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 146
05 ODLSEPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 151
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-DATE.
  10 ODLSEPY-REFUND-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 156
  10 ODLSEPY-REFUND-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 158
  10 ODLSEPY-REFUND-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 160
  10 ODLSEPY-REFUND-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 162
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 164
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 171
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 180
  88 ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
  88 ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM-GEN-REV VALUE 'GR'.
  88 ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 182
05 ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 207
05 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE ZEROS. 212
02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER PIC X(0320). 233
LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT DATA DICTIONARY

**************************************************************************
* ODW700G1                                                          *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE               *
* LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT SEGMENT                                    *
* *                                                                *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE VIOLATION PAYMENT INFORMATION              *
* FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A LEASE                                   *
* *                                                                *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID       RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 07.             *
* *                                                                *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSEPY                                             *
**************************************************************************

-----------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUMBER
ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO
ODLSEPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED BY THE MAIL ROOM FOR TRACKING INCOMING MAIL.

-----------------------------------
ODLSEPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER
-----------------------------------
THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO PAYMENTS AND IS USED FOR TRACKING PURPOSES.

-----------------------------------
ODLSEPY-PAYMENT-RECD-AMOUNT
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE AMOUNT OF PAYMENT RECEIVED.

-----------------------------------
ODLSEPY-PAYMENT-RECD-DATE
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-CC
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-YY
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-MM
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-RECD-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE DATE THE PAYMENT WAS RECEIVED.

-----------------------------------
ODLSEPY-PAYMENT-DEPOS-DATE
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM
   ODLSEPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATA ITEM WHICH STORES THE DATE THAT THE PAYMENT WAS DEPOSITED.

II.43
ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER

This data item is the general ledger number which the payment is posted to.

ODLSEPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO

This data item is to show which fund the payment was deposited to.

CU   CLEAN UP
GR   GENERAL REVENUE
OT   OTHER

ODLSEPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK

This data item is used for remarks if 'OT' was selected in ODLSEPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO data field.

ODLSEPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG

This data item is used to show whether the payment was collected by the attorney general.

Y   COLLECTED BY AG
N   NOT COLLECTED BY AG

ODLSEPY-NUMBER-OF-PAYMENTS-DUE

This data item is used to note the number of payments due if a payment agreement was reached.

ODLSEPY-PAYOUT-AGREEMENT-FLAG

This data item is used to note whether or not a payment plan was agreed upon.

Y   PAYOUT AGREED
N   NO PAYOUT AGREED

ODLSEPY-TOTAL-BALANCE-DUE

This data item stores the total amount due.

II.44
ODLSEPY-TRANSFER-DATE
ODLSEPY-XFER-CC
ODLSEPY-XFER-YY
ODLSEPY-XFER-MM
ODLSEPY-XFER-DD

This data item is used to show the date of transfer of a payment from one general ledger fund to another.

ODLSEPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER

This data item identifies which payment was transferred to another general ledger fund.

ODLSEPY-XFER-AMOUNT

This data item stores the amount of the payment that was transferred.

ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM

This data item is for the general ledger fund from which a payment was transferred.

CU    CLEAN UP
GR    GENERAL REVENUE
OT    OTHER

ODLSEPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK

This data item is for remarks if the transferred payment selected is 'OT'.

ODLSEPY-XFER-FROM-GL-NUMBER

This data item is for the general ledger number the payment was transferred from.

ODLSEPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER

This data item is for the general ledger number the payment was transferred to.

II.45
-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-DATE
ODLSEPY-REFUND-CC
ODLSEPY-REFUND-YY
ODLSEPY-REFUND-MM
ODLSEPY-REFUND-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE A REFUND WAS GIVEN.

-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NUMBER OF THE PAYMENT WHICH WAS REFUNDED.

-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-AMOUNT
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT OF REFUND GIVEN.

-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE GENERAL LEDGER FUND WHICH THE REFUND
WAS ISSUED FROM.

   CU    CLEAN UP
   GR    GENERAL REVENUE
   OT    OTHER

-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS IF THE REFUND SELECTED IS
'OT'.

-------------------------------
ODLSEPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE GENERAL LEDGER NUMBER FROM WHICH THE
REFUND WAS ISSUED.
LEASE REMARKS RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700H1                                                      *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE         *
* LEASE REMARKS SEGMENT                                          *
*                                                              *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE REMARKS INFORMATION                    *
*                                                              *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSERM            SEGMENT LENGTH: 60 BYTES     *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME                ] TYPE           ] SS NAME       *
*------------------------------]----------------]---------------*
* ODLSERM-LINE-NUMBER          ] KEY            ] LSRMKNUM      *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.  POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID          PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-LEASE-REMARKS-IO-AREA.  
      05 ODLSERM-LINE-NUMBER    PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROES. 3
      05 ODLSERM-TEXT-LINE      PIC X(47) VALUE SPACES. 7
      05 FILLER                 PIC X(09) VALUE SPACES. 54
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER            PIC X(0490). 63

II.47
LEASE REMARKS DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700H1                                                    *
*                                                            *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA     *
*    BASE LEASE REMARKS SEGMENT                         *
*                                                            *
*    USED TO STORE THE LEASE REMARKS INFORMATION      *
*                                                            *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID   RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 08.     *
*                                                            *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSEM                                      *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
ODLSERM-LINE-NUMBER
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE LINE NUMBER OF A LEASE
REMARK.

-------------------------------
ODLSERM-TEXT-LINE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE LEASE REMARKS.
**WELL RECORD LAYOUT**

*****************************************************************
* ODW700I2                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
* WELL SEGMENT                                                  *
*                                                             *
* USED TO STORE THE WELL INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET            *
*                                                             *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODWELL SEGMENT LENGTH: 260 BYTES               *
*                                                             *
* VARIABLE NAME | TYPE | SSA NAME               *
*----------------|--------|------------------------
* ODWELL-WELL-NUMBER | KEY | ODWELNO                *
* ODWELL-WELL-ROOT-KEY | SEARCH FIELD | ODWLRGROOT              *
* ODWELL-WELL-ROOT-KEY | SECONDARY INDEX | XWLRKEY                 *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                           POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-WELL-10-AREA.
    05 ODWELL-WELL-NUMBER PIC X(06) VALUE SPACES. 3
    05 ODWELL-WELL-ROOT-KEY PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 9
    05 ODWELL-TYPE-OF-WELL PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 17
      88 ODWELL-PRODUCER VALUE 'P'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSAL VALUE 'D'.
      88 ODWELL-INJECTION VALUE 'I'.
    05 ODWELL-STATUS PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 18
      88 ODWELL-ACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'A'.
      88 ODWELL-INACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'I'.
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCE-SETTLMT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 19
    05 ODWELL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 28
    05 ODWELL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 37
    05 ODWELL-DISPOSITION PIC X(02) VALUE 'PR'. 46
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-DISMISSED VALUE 'DM'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-SKIPPED VALUE 'SL'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-PAY-OUT VALUE 'PY'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-NEGOTIATION VALUE 'NE'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-PROCEED VALUE 'PR'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-DEFAULT VALUE 'DE'.
      88 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
    05 ODWELL-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 48
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-VIOLATION PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 73
      88 ODWELL-ENHANCE-VIOL-HISTORY VALUE 'VH'.
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 75
      88 ODWELL-ENHANCE-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCE-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 77
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCE-OTHER-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 86
    05 ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 95
    05 FILLER PIC X(143) VALUE ZEROS. 120
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER PIC X(0290). 263

II.49
WELL DATA DICTIONARY

* ******************************************************************
* * ODW700I1                                                      *
* * THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE         *
* * WELL SEGMENT                                                 *
* *                                                          *
* * USED TO STORE THE WELL INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET            *
* *                                                          *
* * SEGMENT NAME: ODWELL                                          *
* * RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 09.             *
* *                                                          *
* ******************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING DATA ITEMS ARE KEPT SEPARATE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL
WELL ON A DOCKET.

------------------------------
ODWELL-WELL-NUMBER
------------------------------
THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER USED TO IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR WELL.

------------------------------
ODWELL-TYPE-OF-WELL
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE TYPE OF WELL, I.E. PRODUCER,
DISPOSAL, INJECTION.

   P  PRODUCER
   D  DISPOSAL
   I  INJECTION

------------------------------
ODWELL-STATUS
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF THE WELL IS ACTIVE OR INACTIVE.

   A  ACTIVE
   I  INACTIVE

------------------------------
ODWELL-ENHANCE-SETTLMENT-AMT
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ENHANCEMENT SETTLEMENT AMOUNT, WHICH
IS ANY ADDITIONAL FINES ASSESSED ABOVE THE NORMAL AMOUNTS.

------------------------------
ODWELL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT THE RAILROAD COMMISSION OFFERED FOR A
SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.

II.50
ODWELL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT

This data item shows the agreed upon settlement amount.

ODWELL-DISPOSITION

This data item shows the disposition (status) of the well.

DM  DISMISSED
SL  SETTLED
PY  PAY-OUT
NE  NEGOTIATION
PR  PROCEED
DE  DEFAULT
OT  OTHER

ODWELL-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK

If other was selected on the disposition, remarks are stored in this data item.

ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-VIOLATION

This data item is used to show if the well has any previous history of violations.

VH  VIOLATION HISTORY

ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER

This data item is used to show any other reason of accessing additional fines outside the normal boundaries.

OT  OTHER

II.51
ODWELL-ENHANCE-VIOL-AMOUNT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF THE ENHANCEMENT VIOLATION FINE ACCESSED.

ODWELL-ENHANCE-OTHER-AMOUNT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF THE ENHANCEMENT VIOLATION ADDITIONAL FINES ACCESSED.

ODWELL-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS ABOUT THE ENHANCEMENT.
WELL VIOLATION RECORD LAYOUT

* ODW700J1
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE
* WELL VIOLATION SEGMENT
* USED TO STORE THE WELL VIOLATION INFORMATION
* FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A WELL
*
* SEGMENT NAME: ODWELVL | SEGMENT LENGTH: 200 BYTES
*
* VARIABLE | TYPE | SSA NAME
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* ODWELVL-VIOLATION-CODE | KEY | ODWLVLKY
* *
01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC. | POS.
02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID | PIC X(02). 1
02 OD-WELL-VIOLATION-IO-AREA.
05 ODWELVL-VIOL-CODE | PIC X(05) | VALUE SPACES. 3
05 ODWELVL-OPER-NAME | PIC X(32) | VALUE SPACES. 8
05 ODWELVL-OPER-NUMBER | PIC 9(06) | VALUE ZEROS. 40
05 ODWELVL-STATUS | PIC X(01) | VALUE SPACES. 46
88 ODWELVL-IN-VIOLATION | VALUE 'I'.
88 ODWELVL-CORRECTED-VIOLATION | VALUE 'C'.
05 ODWELVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER | PIC 9(09) | VALUE ZEROS. 47
05 ODWELVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT | PIC 9(09) | VALUE ZEROS. 56
05 ODWELVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED | PIC 9(09) | VALUE ZEROS. 74
05 ODWELVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY | PIC 9(09) | VALUE ZEROS. 83
05 ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-FEE-RECEIVED | PIC 9(09) | VALUE ZEROS. 92
05 ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-CC | PIC 9(02) | VALUE ZEROS. 101
10 ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-MM | PIC 9(02) | VALUE ZEROS. 105
10 ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-DD | PIC 9(02) | VALUE ZEROS. 107
05 ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-1 | PIC X(02) | VALUE SPACES. 109
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PLUGGED1 | VALUE 'PL'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG1 | VALUE 'SP'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PRODUCED1 | VALUE 'PD'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS1 | VALUE 'DG'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER1 | VALUE 'DW'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN1 | VALUE '14'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN1 | VALUE 'P5'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED1 | VALUE 'PB'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED1 | VALUE 'PR'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED1 | VALUE 'SR'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD1 | VALUE 'FA'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKED1 | VALUE 'RV'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPIRED1 | VALUE 'EX'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND1 | VALUE 'SU'.
88 ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED1 | VALUE 'RF'.

II.53
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-APPROVE1</td>
<td>PA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-EXTEN-RE-FILED1</td>
<td>ER'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-EXTEN-APPROVE1</td>
<td>EA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-NATURAL1</td>
<td>PN'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-REVOKE1</td>
<td>RE'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-SUSPEND1</td>
<td>SD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-SIGNS-POSTED1</td>
<td>SI'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL1</td>
<td>RW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL1</td>
<td>RL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-AREA1</td>
<td>RA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-P5-GOOD-STAND1</td>
<td>GS'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-OTHER1</td>
<td>OT'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER1</td>
<td>SP'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-2</td>
<td>PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PLUGGED2</td>
<td>PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG2</td>
<td>SP'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PRODUCED2</td>
<td>PD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS2</td>
<td>DG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER2</td>
<td>DW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN2</td>
<td>'14'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN2</td>
<td>'P5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED2</td>
<td>PB'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED2</td>
<td>PR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED2</td>
<td>SR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD2</td>
<td>FA'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKED2</td>
<td>RV'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPIRED2</td>
<td>EX'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND2</td>
<td>SU'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED2</td>
<td>RF'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-3</td>
<td>PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PLUGGED3</td>
<td>PL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG3</td>
<td>SP'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PRODUCED3</td>
<td>PD'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS3</td>
<td>DG'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER3</td>
<td>DW'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN3</td>
<td>'14'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN3</td>
<td>'P5'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED3</td>
<td>PB'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED3</td>
<td>PR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED3</td>
<td>SR'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODWELVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD3</td>
<td>FA'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPARED3 VALUE 'EX'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND3 VALUE 'SU'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED3 VALUE 'RF'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-APPROVE3 VALUE 'PA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-EXTEN-RE-FILED3 VALUE 'ER'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-NATURAL3 VALUE 'PN'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-REVOKE3 VALUE 'RE'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-SUSPEND3 VALUE 'SD'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-SIGNS-POSTED3 VALUE 'SI'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL3 VALUE 'RW'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WEL3 VALUE 'RL'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-AREA3 VALUE 'RA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-P5-GOOD-STAND3 VALUE 'GS'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER3 VALUE 'SF'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PLUGGED4 VALUE 'PL'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG4 VALUE 'SP'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PRODUCED4 VALUE 'PD'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS4 VALUE 'DG'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER4 VALUE 'DW'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-EXten4 VALUE '14'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXten4 VALUE 'P5'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED4 VALUE 'PB'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED4 VALUE 'PR'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED4 VALUE 'SR'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-FORM-REP-APPRVD4 VALUE 'PA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKED4 VALUE 'RV'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED4 VALUE 'RF'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-PERMIT-APPROVE4 VALUE 'PA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-EXTEN-RE-FILED4 VALUE 'ER'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-EXTEN-APPROVE4 VALUE 'EA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-POLLUT-NATURAL4 VALUE 'PN'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-REVOKE4 VALUE 'RE'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-14B2-SUSPEND4 VALUE 'SD'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-SIGNS-POSTED4 VALUE 'SI'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WELL4 VALUE 'RW'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-WEL4 VALUE 'RL'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-REMED-PHYS-AREA4 VALUE 'RA'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-P5-GOOD-STAND4 VALUE 'GS'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER4 VALUE 'SF'.
ODWELVL-COMPL-S-F-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 117
ODWELVL-COMPL-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 142
FILLER PIC X(36) VALUE ZEROES. 167
RRC-TAPE-FILLER PIC X(0350). 203

II.55
WELL VIOLATION DATA DICTIONARY

******************************************************************
* ODW700J1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    WELL VIOLATION SEGMENT                                      *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE WELL VIOLATION INFORMATION               *
*    FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A WELL                            *
*                                                               *
*    RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 10. *
*                                                               *
*    SEGMENT NAME:  ODWELVL                                         *
******************************************************************

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-VIOL-CODE
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE RULE VIOLATION NUMBER.

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-OPER-NAME
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NAME.

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-OPER-NUMBER
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NUMBER.

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-STATUS
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW IF THE WELL IS IN VIOLATION OR   
IF THE VIOLATION HAS BEEN CORRECTED.
   I  IN VIOLATION
   C  CORRECTED VIOLATION

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE SETTLEMENT OFFER AMOUNT.

--------------------------------
ODWELVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT
--------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AGREED SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.
---

**ODWELVL-AGREED-ORD-RECEIVED**

This data item is the official settlement amount.

---

**ODWELVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED**

This data item is the order to comply with all rule violations and/or pay administrative penalties.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY**

This data item shows the amount of performance bonds or letter of credit the commission has received.

---

**ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-CC**

This data item shows the amount of non-refundable fees received.

---

**ODWELVL-RULE-COMPL-FEE-RECVD**

This data item shows the date the compliance fee was received.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-1**

This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated without requesting state funds. There can be up to four.

- PL PLUGGED
- SP STATE FUND PLUG
- PD PRODUCED
- DG DOMESTIC GAS
- DW DOMESTIC WATER
- 14 14B2 EXTENSION
- P5 P-5 14B2 EXTENSION
- PB PIT BACKFILLED
- PR POLLUTION REMEDIED
- SR STATE FUND POLLUTION REMEDIED
- FA FORM REP. APPROVED
- RV PERMIT REVOKED
- EX PERMIT EXPIRED
- SU PERMIT SUSPENDED
- RF PERMIT RE-FILED

II.57
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Permit Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Extension Refiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>Extension Approved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PN</td>
<td>Pollution Natural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>14B2 Revoked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>14B2 Suspended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI</td>
<td>Signs Posted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>Remedied Physical Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Remedied Physical Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>Remedied Physical Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>P5 Good Standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>State Funding Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-2**

This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated without requesting state funds. List displayed in the definition of ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-3**

This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated after state funds have been requested. List displayed in the definition of ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-4**

This data item shows what action was taken to get into compliance with rules violated after state funds have been requested. List displayed in the definition of ODWELVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-OTHER-RMK**

This data item is used for remarks if 'OT' was selected on one of the four compliance types.

---

**ODWELVL-COMPL-SF-OTHER-RMK**

This data item is used for remarks if 'SF' was selected on one of the four compliance types.
WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700K1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT SEGMENT                              *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT INFORMATION          *
* FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A WELL                                *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODWELPY             SEGMENT LENGTH: 230 BYTES   *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME                ] TYPE           ] SSA NAME      *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
*   ****  UNKEYED SEGMENT  ****                                 *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.   POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID        PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-WELL-VIOL-PAYMENT-IO-AREA.  
 05 ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUMBER.  
    10 ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  3
    10 ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS.  5
  05 ODWELPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 11
  05 ODWELPY-PAYMENT-RECD-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 18
  05 ODWELPY-PAYMENT-RECD-DATE.  
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 27
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 29
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 31
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 33
  05 ODWELPY-PAYMENT-DEPOSITED-DATE.
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 35
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 37
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 39
    10 ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 41
  05 ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 43
  05 ODWELPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO   PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  48
    88 ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
    88 ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-GENERAL-REV VALUE 'GR'.
    88 ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
  05 ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  50
  05 ODWELPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES.  75
    88 ODWELPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG VALUE 'Y'.
    88 ODWELPY-NOT-COLLECTED-BY-AG VALUE 'N'.
  05 ODWELPY-NUMBER-OF-PAYMENTS-DUE PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 76
  05 ODWELPY-PAYOUT-AGREEMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 85
    88 ODWELPY-PAYOUT-AGREED VALUE 'Y'.
    88 ODWELPY-NO-PAYOUT-AGREED VALUE 'N'.
  05 ODWELPY-TOTAL-BALANCE-DUE PIC S9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 86
  05 ODWELPY-TRANSFER-DATE.  
    10 ODWELPY-XFER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 95
    10 ODWELPY-XFER-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 97
    10 ODWELPY-XFER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 99

II.59
II.60

10 ODWELPY-XFER-DD   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  101
05 ODWELPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER   PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS.  103
05 ODWELPY-XFER-AMOUNT    PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  110
05 ODWELPY-XFER-FROM     PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  119
  88 ODWELPY-XFER-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
  88 ODWELPY-XFER-FROM-GENERAL-REV    VALUE 'GR'.
  88 ODWELPY-XFER-FROM-OTHER           VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWELPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  121
05 ODWELPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS.  146
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-DATE   
  10 ODWELPY-REFUND-CC     PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  156
  10 ODWELPY-REFUND-YY     PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  158
  10 ODWELPY-REFUND-MM     PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  160
  10 ODWELPY-REFUND-DD     PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  162
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS.  164
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  171
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM    PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  180
  88 ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
  88 ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM-GEN-REV    VALUE 'GR'.
  88 ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM-OTHER           VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  182
05 ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS.  207
05 FILLER                   PIC X(21) VALUE ZEROS.  212
02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER          PIC X(0320).  233
WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT DATA DICTIONARY

*ODW700K1*
*THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE*
*WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT SEGMENT*

*USED TO STORE THE WELL VIOLATION PAYMENT INFORMATION*
*FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A WELL*
*RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 11.*
*SEGMENT NAME: ODWELPY*

---

**ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUMBER**
**ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO**
**ODWELPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX**

---

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED BY THE MAIL ROOM FOR TRACKING OF INCOMING MAIL.

---

**ODWELPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER**

---

THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO PAYMENTS AND IS USED FOR TRACKING PURPOSES.

---

**ODWELPY-PAYMENT-RECVD-AMOUNT**

---

THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE AMOUNT OF PAYMENT RECEIVED.

---

**ODWELPY-PAYMENT-RECVD-DATE**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-CC**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-YY**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-MM**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-DD**

---

THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE DATE THE PAYMENT WAS RECEIVED.

---

**ODWELPY-PAYMENT-DEPOSITED-DATE**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM**
**ODWELPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD**

---

THIS IS THE DATA ITEM WHICH STORES THE DATE THE PAYMENT WAS DEPOSITED.

II.61
ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE GENERAL LEDGER NUMBER WHICH THE PAYMENT WAS POSTED TO.

ODWELPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO

THIS DATA ITEM IS TO SHOW WHICH FUND THE PAYMENT WAS DEPOSITED TO.

   CU   CLEAN UP
   GR   GENERAL REVENUE
   OT   OTHER

ODWELPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS IF 'OT' WAS SELECTED IN ODWELPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO DATA FIELD.

ODWELPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW WHETHER THE PAYMENT WAS COLLECTED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.

   Y   COLLECTED BY AG
   N   NOT COLLECTED BY AG

ODWELPY-NUMBER-OF-PAYMENTS-DUE

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO NOTE THE NUMBER OF PAYMENTS DUE IF A PAYMENT AGREEMENT WAS REACHED.

ODWELPY-PAYOUT-AGREEMENT-FLAG

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO NOTE WHETHER OR NOT A PAYMENT PLAN WAS AGREED UPON.

   Y   PAYOUT AGREED
   N   NO PAYOUT AGREED

ODWELPY-TOTAL-BALANCE-DUE

THIS DATA ITEM STORES THE TOTAL AMOUNT DUE.
ODWELPY-TRANSFER-DATE
  ODWELPY-XFER-CC
  ODWELPY-XFER-YY
  ODWELPY-XFER-MM
  ODWELPY-XFER-DD

This data item is used to show the date of transfer of a payment from one general ledger fund to another.

ODWELPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER

This data item identifies which payment was transferred to another general ledger fund.

ODWELPY-XFER-AMOUNT

This data item stores the amount of the payment that was transferred.

ODWELPY-XFER-FROM

This data item is for the general ledger fund from which a payment was transferred.

    CU  CLEAN UP
    GR  GENERAL REVENUE
    OT  OTHER

ODWELPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK

This data item is for remarks if the transferred payment selected is 'OT'.

ODWELPY-XFER-FROM-GL-NUMBER

This data item is for the general ledger number the payment was transferred from.

ODWELPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER

This data item is for the general ledger number the payment was transferred to.

II.63
ODWELPY-REFUND-DATE
ODWELPY-REFUND-CC
ODWELPY-REFUND-YY
ODWELPY-REFUND-MM
ODWELPY-REFUND-DD

This data item is the date a refund was given.

ODWELPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER

This data item is the number of the payment which was refunded.

ODWELPY-REFUND-AMOUNT

This data item is the amount of refund given.

ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM

This data item is the general ledger fund which the refund was issued from.

CU  CLEAN UP
GR  GENERAL REVENUE
OT  OTHER

ODWELPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK

This data item is used for remarks if the refund selected is 'OT'.

ODWELPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER

This data item is the general ledger number which the refund was issued from.
WELL REMARKS RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700L1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
* WELL REMARKS SEGMENT                                           *
*                                                             *
* USED TO STORE THE WELL REMARKS INFORMATION                    *
*                                                             *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODWELRM             SEGMENT LENGTH: 60 BYTES    *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME                ] TYPE           ] SSA NAME      *
*------------------------------]--------------------------------*
* ODWELRM-LINE-NUMBER          ] KEY            ] WLRMKNUM      *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                                    POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID                                               PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-WELL-REMARKS-IO-AREA.                                        
    05 ODWELRM-LINE-NUMBER                                            PIC 9(04)  VALUE ZEROES. 3
    05 ODWELRM-TEXT-LINE                                              PIC X(47)  VALUE SPACES. 7
    05 FILLER                                                        PIC X(09)  VALUE SPACES. 54
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER                                                 PIC X(0490). 63

II.65
WELL REMARKS DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700L1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    WELL REMARKS SEGMENT                                       *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE WELL REMARKS INFORMATION                    *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODWELRM                                         *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 12.              *
*                                                               *
*****************************************************************

-----------------------------
ODWELRM-LINE-NUMBER
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE LINE NUMBER OF A WELL REMARK.

-----------------------------
ODWELRM-TEXT-LINE
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE WELL REMARKS.
WELL ABSTRACT RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700M1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    WELL ABSTRACT SEGMENT                                      *
*                                                               *
*  USED TO STORE THE WELL ABSTRACT COUNTY INFORMATION           *
*  FOR EACH COUNTY THE WELL HAS AN ABSTRACT FILED               *
*                                                               *
*  SEGMENT NAME:  ODWELABS            SEGMENT LENGTH: 50 BYTES   *
*----------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME                ] TYPE           ] SSA NAME      *
*------------------------------[----------------[---------------*
* ODWELABS-KEY                 ]   KEY          ] ODWABSKY      *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.              POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID                         PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-WELL-ABSTRACT-IO-AREA.
     05 ODWELABS-KEY.
        10 ODWELABS-COUNTY-CODE   PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS.  3
        10 ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DATE.
           15 ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  6
           15 ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  8
           15 ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 10
           15 ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 12
     05 ODWELABS-COUNTY-NAME     PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.  14
     05 FILLER                  PIC X(07) VALUE ZEROES.  46
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER              PIC X(0500). 53
WELL ABSTRACT DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700M1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    WELL ABSTRACT SEGMENT                                      *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE WELL ABSTRACT COUNTY INFORMATION           *
* FOR EACH COUNTY THE WELL HAS AN ABSTRACT FILED               *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 13.    *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODWELABS                                        *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
ODWELABS-COUNTY-CODE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE CODE FOR THE COUNTY THAT THE ABSTRACT
WAS FILED IN.

-------------------------------
ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILED-DATE
   ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-CC
   ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-YY
   ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-MM
   ODWELABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED.

-------------------------------
ODWELABS-COUNTY-NAME
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NAME OF THE COUNTY THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED
IN.
WELL STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700W1
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE
*    WELL STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER SEGMENT
*    * USED TO STORE THE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER
*    INFORMATION FOR THE WELL
*    *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODWLSSF0  SEGMENT LENGTH: 435 BYTES *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME  ] TYPE  ] SSA NAME *
*---------------------------]-------------------]---------------*
* ODWLSFFO-KEY  ] KEY  ] ODWLSFKY *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.  POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID             PIC X(02). 1
  02 OD-WL-ST-FND-FNL-ORDR-IO-AREA.

  05 ODWLSSF0-KEY   PIC X(10)  VALUE SPACES. 3
     88 ODWLSSF0-STATE-FUNDING  VALUE 'STATEFUND'.
     88 ODWLSSF0-FINAL-ORDER    VALUE 'FINALORDER'.

  05 ODWLSSF0-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED PIC X(32)  VALUE SPACES. 13

  05 ODWLSSF0-AG-REFERRAL-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-REFERRAL-CC  PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 45
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-REFERRAL-YY  PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 47
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-REFERRAL-MM  PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 49
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-REFERRAL-DD  PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 51

  05 ODWLSSF0-AG-TRIAL-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-TRIAL-CC     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 53
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-TRIAL-YY     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 55
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-TRIAL-MM     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 57
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-TRIAL-DD     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 59

  05 ODWLSSF0-AG-CLOSE-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-CLOSE-CC     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 61
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-CLOSE-YY     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 63
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-CLOSE-MM     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 65
     10 ODWLSSF0-AG-CLOSE-DD     PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 67

  05 ODWLSSF0-JUDGEMENT-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-JUDGEMENT-CC    PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 69
     10 ODWLSSF0-JUDGEMENT-YY    PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 71
     10 ODWLSSF0-JUDGEMENT-MM    PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 73
     10 ODWLSSF0-JUDGEMENT-DD    PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 75

  05 ODWLSSF0-INJUNCTION-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-INJUNCTION-CC   PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 77
     10 ODWLSSF0-INJUNCTION-YY   PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 79
     10 ODWLSSF0-INJUNCTION-MM   PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 81
     10 ODWLSSF0-INJUNCTION-DD   PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 83

  05 ODWLSSF0-CONTEMPT-FILED-DATE.
     10 ODWLSSF0-CONTEMPT-FILED-CC PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 85
     10 ODWLSSF0-CONTEMPT-FILED-YY PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 87
     10 ODWLSSF0-CONTEMPT-FILED-MM PIC 9(02)  VALUE ZEROS. 89

II.69
II.70

10 ODWLSFPO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  91
05 ODWLSFPO-AG-CAUSE-NUMBER.
10 ODWLSFPO-AG-CAUSE-TWO  PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  93
10 ODWLSFPO-AG-CAUSE-SEVEN  PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS.  95
05 ODWLSFPO-AG-AGREED-JDG-AMT  PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  102
05 ODWLSFPO-AG-FINAL-JDG-AMT  PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  111
05 ODWLSFPO-AG-RRC-JDGMNT-AMT  PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  120
05 ODWLSFPO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE1  PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  129
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED1  VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY1  VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY1  VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED1  VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN1  VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1  VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT1  VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND1  VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OTHER1  VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFPO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE2  PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  131
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED2  VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY2  VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY2  VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED2  VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN2  VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2  VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT2  VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND2  VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OTHER2  VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFPO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE3  PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  133
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED3  VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY3  VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY3  VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED3  VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN3  VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3  VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT3  VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND3  VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OTHER3  VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFPO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4  PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  135
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED4  VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY4  VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY4  VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED4  VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN4  VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4  VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT4  VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND4  VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OTHER4  VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFPO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK  PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  137
05 ODWLSFPO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1  PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  162
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED1  VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL1  VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY1  VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED1  VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN1  VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSFPO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1  VALUE 'UV'.
II.70
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT1 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSPFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 164
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL2 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY2 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED2 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN2 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT2 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND2 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OTHER2 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSPFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED3 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 166
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED3 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL3 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY3 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED3 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN3 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT3 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND3 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSPFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED4 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 168
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED4 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL4 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY4 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED4 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN4 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT4 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND4 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODWLSPFO-NO-REF-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSPFO-NOT-REF-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 170
05 ODWLSPFO-AGREED-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 195
88 ODWLSPFO-AGREED-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODWLSPFO-CIVIL-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 196
88 ODWLSPFO-CIVIL-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODWLSPFO-DEFAULT-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 197
88 ODWLSPFO-DEFAULT-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODWLSPFO-INJUNCTION-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 198
88 ODWLSPFO-MANDATORY-INJUNCTION VALUE 'M'.
88 ODWLSPFO-PROHIBITORY-INJUNCTN VALUE 'P'.
05 ODWLSPFO-ASSIGNED-TO-ENERGY PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 199
88 ODWLSPFO-ASSIGNED-TO-AG-ENERGY VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODWLSPFO-ASSIGND-TO-ENVRNMNT PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 200
88 ODWLSPFO-ASSGNED-TO-AG-ENVRNMNT VALUE 'Y'.
* NOTE: THE FOLLOWING IS FOR STATE FUNDING ONLY *
05 ODWLSPFO-REIMBURSE-REFER-DTE.
10 ODWLSPFO-REIMB-REFER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 201
10 ODWLSPFO-REIMB-REFER-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 203
10 ODWLSPFO-REIMB-REFER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 205
10 ODWLSPFO-REIMB-REFER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 207
05 ODWLSPFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE.
10 ODWLSPFO-CONF-APPRVD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 209

II.71
10 ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   211
10 ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   213
10 ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   215
05 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-DATE.
  10 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-CC    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   217
  10 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-YY    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   219
  10 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-MM    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   221
  10 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-DD    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   223
05 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-DATE.
  10 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-CC   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   225
  10 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-YY   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   227
  10 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-MM   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   229
  10 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-DD   PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   231
05 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-DATE.
  10 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-CC        PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   233
  10 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-YY        PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   235
  10 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-MM        PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   237
  10 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-DD        PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   239
05 ODWLSFFO-SF-CODE-NBR.
  10 ODWLSFFO-SF-CODE-1ST-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   241
  10 ODWLSFFO-SF-CODE-LAST-8  PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS.   243
05 ODWLSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-CODE-NBR.
  10 ODWLSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-1ST-2 PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.   245
  10 ODWLSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-LAST-8 PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS.   247
05 ODWLSFFO-REIMBURSE-RRC         PIC 9(09)  VALUE ZEROS.   251
05 ODWLSFFO-REIMBURSE-AG          PIC 9(09)  VALUE ZEROS.   253
05 ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-AMT          PIC 9(09)  VALUE ZEROS.   255
05 ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-AMT  PIC 9(09)  VALUE ZEROS.   257
05 ODWLSFFO-ESTIMATED-COST        PIC 9(09)  VALUE ZEROS.   259
05 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY               PIC X(02)  VALUE SPACES.  306
  88 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-FIELD-OPS         VALUE 'FL'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-LEGAL-ENF        VALUE 'LE'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-DIST-OFFICE       VALUE 'DO'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER             VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER-RMK     PIC X(25)  VALUE SPACES.  308
05 ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1  PIC X(02)  VALUE SPACES.  333
  88 ODWLSFFO-OPER-DECEASED1           VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-INACTIVE-OPER1           VALUE 'IO'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-PRIOR-SF-FOR-OPER1       VALUE 'PS'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-DEFUNCT-CORP1            VALUE 'DF'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-BANKRUPTCY1              VALUE 'BR'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-RRC-FIN-ORD-OBT1         VALUE 'RR'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-OPER-UNKNOWN1            VALUE 'OU'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-UNSUBSTAN-VIOL1          VALUE 'UV'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-AG-JUDGMENT-OBTAINED1    VALUE 'AG'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-NO-SERVICE1              VALUE 'NS'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-IMMEDIATE-POLLUTION1     VALUE 'IP'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-AG-CLOSE-FRI-TO-CASE1    VALUE 'CP'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-UNSUBSTN-VIOLATION1      VALUE 'UN'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-EXTENUATING-CIRCUM1      VALUE 'EC'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-OTHER1                   VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2  PIC X(02)  VALUE SPACES.  335
  88 ODWLSFFO-OPER-DECEASED2           VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-INACTIVE-OPER2           VALUE 'IO'.
  88 ODWLSFFO-PRIOR-SF-FOR-OPER2       VALUE 'PS'.
WELL STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER DATA DICTIONARY

*ODW700W1*
*THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE*
*WELL STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER SEGMENT*
*USED TO STORE THE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER*
*INFORMATION FOR THE WELL*
*RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 14.*
*SEGMENT NAME: ODWLSFFO*

-----------------------------------
ODWLSFFO-KEY
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE KEY WHICH SHOWS IF STATE FUNDED OR FINAL ORDER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEFUND</th>
<th>STATE FUNDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINALORDER</td>
<td>FINAL ORDER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-----------------------------------
ODWLSFFO-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL ASSIGNED TO THE CASE.

-----------------------------------
ODWLSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DATE
ODWLSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-CC
ODWLSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-YY
ODWLSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-MM
ODWLSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS REFERRED TO THE CASE.

-----------------------------------
ODWLSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DATE
ODWLSFFO-AG-TRIAL-CC
ODWLSFFO-AG-TRIAL-YY
ODWLSFFO-AG-TRIAL-MM
ODWLSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S TRIAL DATE.
THIS IS THE DATE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S FILE CLOSING.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE JUDGEMENT DATE OF THE CASE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE INJUNCTION DATE OF THE CASE.

THIS IS THE DATE CONTEMPT WAS FILED ON THE CASE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S CAUSE NUMBER.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S AGREED JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S FINAL JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.
ODWLSFFO-AG-RRC-JDGMT-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S RRC JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.

ODWLSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE1

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (1).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

ODWLSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE2

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (2).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

ODWLSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE3

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (3).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

II.76
### ODWLSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4

This data item is the reason the case was closed (4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Operator deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Prior compliancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Cause expired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU</td>
<td>Operator unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Unsubstantial violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>Attorney General settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>No service obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ODWLSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK

This data item shows remarks about reasons, other than those stated, why the case was closed.

### ODWLSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1

This data item shows the reason why the case was not referred (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Operator deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>No prior collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Cause expired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU</td>
<td>Operator unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Unsubstantial violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>RRC settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>No service obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ODWLSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2

This data item shows the reason why the case was not referred (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Operator deceased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>No prior collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Cause expired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OU</td>
<td>Operator unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Unsubstantial violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS</td>
<td>RRC settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>No service obtained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (3).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (4).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF NOT REFERRED REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  AGREED JUDGEMENT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A CIVIL JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  CIVIL JUDGEMENT
ODWLSFFO-DEFAULT-JUDGMENT-FLAG
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A DEFAULT JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.
  Y  DEFAULT JUDGEMENT
-----------------------------
ODWLSFFO-INJUNCTION-FLAG
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE TYPE OF INJUNCTION.
  M  MANDATORY INJUNCTION
  P  PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION
-----------------------------
ODWLSFFO-ASSIGNED-TO-ENERGY
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENERGY DEPARTMENT.
  Y  ASSIGNED TO ENERGY
-----------------------------
ODWLSFFO-ASSGNED-TO-ENVRNMNT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT.
  Y  ASSIGNED TO ENVIRONMENT

* NOTE:  THE FOLLOWING IS FOR STATE FUNDING ONLY  *

-----------------------------
ODWLSFFO-REIMBURSE-REFER-DTE
  ODWLSFFO-REIMB-REFER-CC
  ODWLSFFO-REIMB-REFER-YY
  ODWLSFFO-REIMB-REFER-MM
  ODWLSFFO-REIMB-REFER-DD
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REIMBURSEMENT REFERRED DATE.
-----------------------------
ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE
  ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-CC
  ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY
  ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM
  ODWLSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CONFERENCE APPROVED DATE.
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EXPENDED DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EMERGENCY EXPENDED DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE MEMORANDUM DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE STATE FUNDING CODE NUMBER.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE STATE FUNDING EMERGENCY CODE NUMBER.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDING REIMBURSED TO THE RRC.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDING REIMBURSED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
ODWLSFFO-EXPENDED-AMT
-----------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EXPENDED AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDS.

ODWLSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-AMT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EMERGENCY EXPENDED AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDS.

ODWLSFFO-ESTIMATED-COST
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ESTIMATED COST OF STATE FUNDS.

ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY
------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHO THE MEMORANDUM WAS BY.

    PL  FIELD OPERATORS
    LE  LEGAL ENFORCEMENT
    DO  DISTRICT OFFICE
    OT  OTHER

ODWLSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER-RMK
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF MEMO BY 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.

ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1
---------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON STATE FUNDING WAS NEEDED (1).

    DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
    IO  INACTIVE OPERATOR
    PS  PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
    DF  DEFUNCTUAL CORPORATION
    BR  BANKRUPTCY
    RR  RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
    OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
    UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
    AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
    NS  NO SERVICE
    IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
    CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
    UN  UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
    EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
    OT  OTHER
---

**ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2**

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (2).

- DC: Operator deceased
- IO: Inactive operator
- PS: Prior state funding for operator
- DF: Defunctional corporation
- BR: Bankruptcy
- RR: RRC final order obtained
- OU: Operator unknown
- UV: Unsubstantial violation
- AG: Attorney general judgement obtained
- NS: No service
- IP: Immediate pollution
- CP: Attorney general closed prior to case
- UN: Unsubstantiated violation
- EC: Extenuating circumstances
- OT: Other

---

**ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON3**

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (3).

- DC: Operator deceased
- IO: Inactive operator
- PS: Prior state funding for operator
- DF: Defunctional corporation
- BR: Bankruptcy
- RR: RRC final order obtained
- OU: Operator unknown
- UV: Unsubstantial violation
- AG: Attorney general judgement obtained
- NS: No service
- IP: Immediate pollution
- CP: Attorney general closed prior to case
- UN: Unsubstantiated violation
- EC: Extenuating circumstances
- OT: Other

---

**ODWLSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON4**

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (4).

- DC: Operator deceased
- IO: Inactive operator
- PS: Prior state funding for operator
- DF: Defunctional corporation
- BR: Bankruptcy
- RR: RRC final order obtained

II.82
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
NS  NO SERVICE
IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
UN  UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
OT  OTHER

ODWLSFFO-STATE-FUND-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF STATE FUNDING REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.
LEASE ABSTRACT RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700N1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    LEASE ABSTRACT SEGMENT                                     *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE ABSTRACT COUNTY INFORMATION          *
* FOR EACH COUNTY THE LEASE HAS AN ABSTRACT FILED IN           *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSEABS            SEGMENT LENGTH: 50 BYTES   *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME                ] TYPE           ] SSA NAME      *
*------------------------------]----------------]---------------*
* ODLSEABS-KEY                 ]    KEY         ] ODLABSKY      *
*****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.          POS.  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-IDPIC X(02). 1
02 OD-LEASE-ABSTRACT-IO-AREA.
   05 ODLSEABS-KEY.
      10 ODLSEABS-COUNTY-CODE PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 3
      10 ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DATE.
         15 ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 6
         15 ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 8
         15 ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 10
         15 ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 12
      05 ODLSEABS-COUNTY-NAME PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES.14
      05 FILLER PIC X(07) VALUE ZEROES.46
   02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER PIC X(0500). 53
LEASE ABSTRACT DATA DICTIONARY

* ************************************************************ *
* ODW700N1                                                  *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    LEASE ABSTRACT SEGMENT                                *
*                                                            *
* USED TO STORE THE LEASE ABSTRACT COUNTY INFORMATION      *
* FOR EACH COUNTY THE LEASE HAS AN ABSTRACT FILED IN       *
*                                                            *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 15.          *
*                                                            *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODLSEABS                                    *
* ************************************************************ *

-------------------------
ODLSEABS-COUNTY-CODE
-------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE CODE FOR THE COUNTY THAT THE ABSTRACT
WAS FILED IN.

-------------------------
ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILED-DATE
  ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-CC
  ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-YY
  ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-MM
  ODLSEABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DD
-------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED.

-------------------------
ODLSEABS-COUNTY-NAME
-------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NAME OF THE COUNTY THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED IN.
### LEASE STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER LAYOUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SSA Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODLSSFFO-KEY</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODLSSFKY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Columns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.</td>
<td>PIC X(02)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID</td>
<td>PIC X(02)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-KEY</td>
<td>PIC X(10)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-STATE-FUNDING</td>
<td>VALUE 'STATEFUND'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-FINAL-ORDER</td>
<td>VALUE 'FINALORDER'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED</td>
<td>PIC X(32)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-MM</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-MM</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-CLOSE-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-CLOSE-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-AG-CLOSE-MM</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-MM</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-MM</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DATE.</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-CC</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-YY</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.86
10 ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  91
05 ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-NUMBER.
10 ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  93
10 ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-SEVEN PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS.  95
05 ODLSSFFO-AG-AGREED-JDG-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  102
05 ODLSSFFO-AG-FINAL-JDG-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  111
05 ODLSSFFO-AG-RRC-JDGMNT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  120
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  129
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY1 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED1 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT1 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  131
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY2 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY2 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED2 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN2 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT2 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND2 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER2 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE3 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  133
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED3 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY3 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY3 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED3 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN3 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT3 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND3 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  135
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED4 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY4 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY4 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED4 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN4 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT4 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND4 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  137
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  162
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL1 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED1 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.

II.87
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLMENT1 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 164
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL2 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY2 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED2 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN2 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLMENT2 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND2 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER2 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED3 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 166
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED3 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL3 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY3 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED3 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN3 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLMENT3 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND3 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED4 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 168
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED4 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL4 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY4 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED4 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN4 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLMENT4 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND4 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODLSSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-REIMBURSE-REFER-DTE.
10 ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 201
10 ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 203
10 ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 205
10 ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 207
05 ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE.
10 ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 209
10 ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 211
10 ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 213
10 ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 215
05 ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-DATE.
  10 ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 217
  10 ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 219
  10 ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 221
  10 ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 223
05 ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-DATE.
  10 ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 225
  10 ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 227
  10 ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 229
  10 ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 231
05 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-DATE.
  10 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 233
  10 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 235
  10 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 237
  10 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 239
05 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-NBR.
  10 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-1ST-TWO PIC X(02) VALUE ZEROS. 241
  10 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-LAST-8 PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 243
05 ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 333
  88 ODLSSFFO-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-INACTIVE-OPER1 VALUE 'IO'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-PRIOR-SF-FOR-OPER1 VALUE 'PS'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-DEFUNCT-CORP1 VALUE 'DF'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-RRC-FIN-ORD-OBT1 VALUE 'RR'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-UNSUBSTAN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-AG-JUDGMENT-OBTAINED1 VALUE 'AG'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-NO-SERVICE1 VALUE 'NS'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-IMMEDIATE-POLLUTION1 VALUE 'IP'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-AG-CLOSE-FRI-TO-CASE1 VALUE 'CP'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-UNSUBSTN-VIOLATION1 VALUE 'UN'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-EXTENUATING-CIRCUM1 VALUE 'EC'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODLSSFFO-MEMO-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 308
05 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-NBR.
  10 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-1ST-TWO PIC X(02) VALUE ZEROS. 241
  10 ODLSSFFO-SF-CODE-LAST-8 PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 243
05 ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 335
  88 ODLSSFFO-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-INACTIVE-OPER2 VALUE 'IO'.
  88 ODLSSFFO-PRIOR-SF-FOR-OPER2 VALUE 'PS'.

II.89
LEASE STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700V1                                                     *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE        *
* LEASE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER SEGMENT                      *
*                                                            *
* USED TO STORE THE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER                  *
* INFORMATION FOR THE LEASE                                     *
*                                                            *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 16.    *
*                                                            *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODLSSFFO                                       *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-KEY
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE KEY WHICH SHOWS IF STATE FUNDED OR FINAL ORDER.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEFUND</th>
<th>STATE FUNDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINALORDER</td>
<td>FINAL ORDER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL ASSIGNED TO THE CASE.

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DATE
  ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-CC
  ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-YY
  ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-MM
  ODLSSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS REFERRED TO THE CASE.

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DATE
  ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-CC
  ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-YY
  ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-MM
  ODLSSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S TRIAL DATE.
ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-DATE
ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-CC
ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-YY
ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-MM
ODLSSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-DD

THIS IS THE DATE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S FILE CLOSING.

ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-DATE
ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-CC
ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-YY
ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-MM
ODLSSFFO-JUDGEMENT-DD

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE JUDGEMENT DATE OF THE CASE.

ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-DATE
ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-CC
ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-YY
ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-MM
ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-DD

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE INJUNCTION DATE OF THE CASE.

ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DATE
ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-CC
ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-YY
ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-MM
ODLSSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DD

THIS IS THE DATE CONTEMPT WAS FILED ON THE CASE.

ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-NUMBER
ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-TWO
ODLSSFFO-AG-CAUSE-SEVEN

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S CAUSE NUMBER.

ODLSSFFO-AG AGREED-JDG-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S AGREED JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.

ODLSSFFO-AG-FINAL-JDG-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S FINAL JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.

II.92
ODLSSFFO-AG-RRC-JDGMENT-AMT

This data item is the Attorney General's RRC judgement amount.

ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE1

This data item is the reason the case was closed (1).

DC  Operator deceased
CT  Prior compliancy
BR  Bankruptcy
CE  Cause expired
OU  Operator unknown
UV  Unsubstantial violation
ST  Attorney General settlement
NS  No service obtained
OT  Other

ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE2

This data item is the reason the case was closed (2).

DC  Operator deceased
CT  Prior compliancy
BR  Bankruptcy
CE  Cause expired
OU  Operator unknown
UV  Unsubstantial violation
ST  Attorney General settlement
NS  No service obtained
OT  Other

ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE3

This data item is the reason the case was closed (3).

DC  Operator deceased
CT  Prior compliancy
BR  Bankruptcy
CE  Cause expired
OU  Operator unknown
UV  Unsubstantial violation
ST  Attorney General settlement
NS  No service obtained
OT  Other

II.93
ODLSSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4

This data item is the reason the case was closed (4).

DC  operator deceased
CT  prior compliancy
BR  bankruptcy
CE  cause expired
OU  operator unknown
UV  unsubstantial violation
ST  attorney general settlement
NS  no service obtained
OT  other

ODLSSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK

This data item shows remarks about reasons, other than those stated, why the case was closed.

ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1

This data item shows the reason why the case was not referred (1).

DC  operator deceased
NC  no prior collection
BR  bankruptcy
CE  cause expired
OU  operator unknown
UV  unsubstantial violation
RS  RRC settlement
NS  no service obtained
OT  other

ODLSSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2

This data item shows the reason why the case was not referred (2).

DC  operator deceased
NC  no prior collection
BR  bankruptcy
CE  cause expired
OU  operator unknown
UV  unsubstantial violation
RS  RRC settlement
NS  no service obtained
OT  other
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (3).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (4).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF NOT REFERRED REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  AGREED JUDGEMENT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A CIVIL JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  CIVIL JUDGEMENT
ODLSSFFO-DEFAULT-JUDGMENT-FLAG
---------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A DEFAULT JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y   DEFAULT JUDGEMENT

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-INJUNCTION-FLAG
---------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE TYPE OF INJUNCTION.

M   MANDATORY INJUNCTION
P   PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-ASSIGNED-TO-ENERGY
---------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENERGY DEPARTMENT.

Y   ASSIGNED TO ENERGY

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-ASSGNED-TO-ENVRMNMT
---------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT.

Y   ASSIGNED TO ENVIRONMENT

*  NOTE:  THE FOLLOWING IS FOR STATE FUNDING ONLY  *

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-REIMBURSE-REFER-DTE
ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-CC
ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-YY
ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-MM
ODLSSFFO-REIMB-REFER-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REIMBURSEMENT REFERRED DATE.

-------------------------------
ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE
ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-CC
ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY
ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM
ODLSSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CONFERENCE APPROVED DATE.
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EXPENDED DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EMERGENCY EXPENDED DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE MEMORANDUM DATE.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE STATE FUNDING CODE NUMBER.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE STATE FUNDING EMERGENCY CODE NUMBER.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDING REIMBURSED TO THE RRC.

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDING REIMBURSED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
ODLSSFFO-EXPENDED-AMT
This data item is the expended amount of state funds.

ODLSSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-AMT
This data item is the emergency expended amount of state funds.

ODLSSFFO-ESTIMATED-COST
This data item is the estimated cost of state funds.

ODLSSFFO-MEMO-BY
This data item shows who the memorandum was by.
- PL Field Operators
- LE Legal Enforcement
- DO District Office
- OT Other

ODLSSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER-RMK
This data item shows remarks if memo by 'Other' is selected.

ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1
This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (1).
- DC Operator Deceased
- IO Inactive Operator
- PS Prior State Funding For Operator
- DF Defunctional Corporation
- BR Bankruptcy
- RR RRC Final Order Obtained
- OU Operator Unknown
- UV Unsubstantial Violation
- AG Attorney General Judgement Obtained
- NS No Service
- IP Immediate Pollution
- CP Attorney General Closed Prior To Case
- UN Unsubstained Violation
- EC Extenuating Circumstances
- OT Other
ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (2).

  DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
  IO  INACTIVE OPERATOR
  PS  PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
  DF  DEFUNCTUAL CORPORATION
  BR  BANKRUPTCY
  RR  RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
  OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
  UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
  AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
  NS  NO SERVICE
  IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
  CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
  UN  UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
  EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
  OT  OTHER

ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON3

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (3).

  DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
  IO  INACTIVE OPERATOR
  PS  PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
  DF  DEFUNCTUAL CORPORATION
  BR  BANKRUPTCY
  RR  RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
  OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
  UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
  AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
  NS  NO SERVICE
  IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
  CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
  UN  UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
  EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
  OT  OTHER

ODLSSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON4

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (4).

  DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
  IO  INACTIVE OPERATOR
  PS  PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
  DF  DEFUNCTUAL CORPORATION
  BR  BANKRUPTCY
  RR  RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED

II.99
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
NS  NO SERVICE
IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
UN  UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
OT  OTHER

-----------------------------
ODLSSFFO-STATE-FUND-OTHER-RMK
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF STATE FUNDING REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.
DOCKET SUBJECT RECORD LAYOUT

******************************************************************************
* ODW70001                                                            *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE               *
*    DOCKET SUBJECT SEGMENT                                              *
*                                                                   *
* USED TO STORE THE SUBJECT TEXT INFORMATION FOR                        *
*      FOR THE DOCKET                                                   *
*                                                                   *
* SEGMENT NAME:  SUBJECT            SEGMENT LENGTH:  60 BYTES            *
******************************************************************************

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>SSA NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-LINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 BYTES</td>
<td>LINENUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-TEXT</td>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-PRT-SECTRY-ST-RPT-FLAG</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-PRT-ON-SEC-OF-STE-RPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-PRT-DLY-SCHED-RPT-FLAG</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJ-PRT-ON-DLY-SCHED-RPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILLER</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

******************************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID       PIC X(02). 1
  02 DOCKET-SUBJECT.
    03 SUBJ-LINE               PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROES. 3
    03 SUBJ-TEXT               PIC X(47) VALUE SPACES. 7
    03 SUBJ-PRT-SECTRY-ST-RPT-FLAG |      | 1 |
    03 SUBJ-PRT-ON-SEC-OF-STE-RPT |    |   |
    03 SUBJ-PRT-DLY-SCHED-RPT-FLAG |      | 1 |
    03 SUBJ-PRT-ON-DLY-SCHED-RPT |    |   |
    03 FILLER                  PIC X(07) VALUE ZEROES. 56
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER          PIC X(0490). 63

II.101
DOCKET SUBJECT DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW70001                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    DOCKET SUBJECT SEGMENT                                    *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE SUBJECT TEXT INFORMATION FOR               *
*    FOR THE DOCKET                                            *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 17.    *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  SUBJECT                                        *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
SUBJ-LINE
-------------------------------
A UNIQUE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO EACH LINE OF TEXT, BEGINNING WITH LINE NUMBER 1.

-------------------------------
SUBJ-TEXT
-------------------------------
DESCRIPTION OF MATTERS REQUIRING A DECISION OR ACTIONS BY THE RRC.

-------------------------------
SUBJ-PRT-SECTRY-ST-RPT-FLAG
-------------------------------
IF EQUAL TO YES, THE SUBJECT TEXT IS PRINTED ON THE SECRETARY OF STATE REPORT.

  Y   SUBJ-PRT-ON-SEC-OF-STE-RPT

-------------------------------
SUBJ-PRT-DLY-SCHED-RPT-FLAG
-------------------------------
IF EQUAL TO YES, THE SUBJECT TEXT IS PRINTED ON THE DAILY SCHEDULE REPORT.

  Y   SUBJ-PRT-ON-DLY-SCHED-RPT

II.102
DOCKET REMARKS RECORD LAYOUT

* *****************************************************************
* ODW700P1                                                      *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE          *
* DOCKET REMARK SEGMENT                                          *
*                                                              *
* USED TO STORE THE REMARKS TEXT INFORMATION FOR                 *
* FOR THE DOCKET                                                  *
*                                                              *
* SEGMENT NAME:  REMARKS            SEGMENT LENGTH:  60 BYTES  *
* *****************************************************************
* VARIABLE NAME     | TYPE      | LENGTH  | SSA NAME *
*-------------------|------------|---------|-----------*
* RMKS-LINE         | KEY        | 4 BYTES | LINENUM2  *
* RMKS-TEXT         | PIC X(47)  | VALUE SPACES | 7       *
* FILLER            | PIC X(09)  | VALUE ZEROS  | 54      *
* RRC-TAPE-FILLER   | PIC X(0490)| VALUE ZEROS  | 63      *
* *****************************************************************

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                  POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID       PIC X(02). 1
  02 DOCKET-REMARKS.
    03 RMKS-LINE              PIC 9(04)  VALUE ZEROES, 3
    03 RMKS-TEXT              PIC X(47)  VALUE SPACES, 7
    03 FILLER                 PIC X(09)  VALUE ZEROS, 54
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER          PIC X(0490). 63

II.103
DOCKET REMARKS DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
** ODW700P1                                                **
**  THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE   **
**  DOCKET REMARK SEGMENT                                    **
**                                                              **
**  USED TO STORE THE REMARKS TEXT INFORMATION FOR           **
**     FOR THE DOCKET                                         **
**                                                              **
**  RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID               RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 18. **
**                                                              **
**  SEGMENT NAME:  REMARKS                                  **
*****************************************************************

________________________________________
RMKS-LINE

THIS DATA ITEM IS AN UNIQUE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO EACH LINE OF TEXT, BEGINNING WITH LINE NUMBER 1.

________________________________________
RMKS-TEXT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION USED WITHIN THE RRC TO MONITOR AND TRACK EVENTS.

II.104
**PERMIT (OTHER) RECORD LAYOUT**

* ODW700QX

* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE

* PERMIT(OTHER) SEGMENT

* USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET

* SEGMENT NAME: ODPERMT  SEGMENT LENGTH: 550 BYTES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODPERMT-KEY</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODPMTKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPERMT-NUMBER</td>
<td>SEARCH FIELD</td>
<td>ODPMTNUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPERMT-NAME</td>
<td>SEARCH FIELD</td>
<td>ODPMTNAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPERMT-KEY</td>
<td>SECONDARY INDEX</td>
<td>XPRTNUMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPERMT-NAME</td>
<td>SECONDARY INDEX</td>
<td>XPRTNAME</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.
02 OD-PERMIT-OTHER-IO-AREA.
05 ODPERMT-NAME       PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 3
05 FILLER             PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 35
05 ODPERMT-KEY.
   10 ODPERMT-TYPE-PERMIT PIC X(01) VALUE 'P'. 36
   88 ODPERMT-VALID-PERMIT VALUE 'P'.
   88 ODPERMT-DUMMY-PERMIT VALUE 'X'.
   10 ODPERMT-NUMBER     PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 37
05 ODPERMT-STATUS     PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 44
   88 ODPERMT-ACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'A'.
   88 ODPERMT-INACTIVE-ON-DOCKET VALUE 'I'.
05 ODPERMT-EXAMINER-1-CODE PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 45
05 ODPERMT-EXAMINER-2-CODE PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 48
05 ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEARING-DATE.
   10 ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 51
   10 ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 53
   10 ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 55
   10 ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 57
05 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DATE.
   10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 59
   10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 61
   10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 63
   10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 65
05 ODPERMT-HEARING-DATE.
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 59
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 61
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 63
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 65
05 ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-DATE.
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 67
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 69
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 71
   10 ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 73
05 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DATE.
   10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 75
II.106

10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 77
10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 79
10 ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 81
05 ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEARING-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 83
10 ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 85
10 ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 87
10 ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 89

05 ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 91
10 ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 93
10 ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 95
10 ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 97

05 ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECVED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-REC-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 99
10 ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-REC-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 101
10 ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-REC-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 103
10 ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-REC-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 105

05 ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-REC-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 107
10 ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 109
10 ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 111
10 ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 113

05 ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 115
10 ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 117
10 ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 119
10 ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 121

05 ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 123
10 ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 125
10 ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 127
10 ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 129

05 ODPERMT-INTERIM-ORD-ISS-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 131
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 133
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 135
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 137

05 ODPERMT-INTERIM-ORD-EXP-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 139
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 141
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 143
10 ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 145

05 ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 147
10 ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 149
10 ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 151
10 ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 153

05 ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 155
10 ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 157
10 ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 159
10 ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 161

05 ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-RECVED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-REC-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 163
10 ODPERMT-PERMIT-CLOSE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 253
10 ODPERMT-PERMIT-CLOSE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 255
10 ODPERMT-PERMIT-CLOSE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 257
05 ODPERMT-DISCOVERY-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-DISCOVERY-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 259
10 ODPERMT-DISCOVERY-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 261
10 ODPERMT-DISCOVERY-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 263
10 ODPERMT-DISCOVERY-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 265
05 ODPERMT-ASSIGNED-DATE.
10 ODPERMT-ASSIGNED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 267
10 ODPERMT-ASSIGNED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 269
10 ODPERMT-ASSIGNED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 271
10 ODPERMT-ASSIGNED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 273
05 ODPERMT-COMPLAINT-NUMBER.
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-DIST PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 275
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-DASH1 PIC X(01) VALUE '-'. 277
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-CENTURY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 278
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-YEAR PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 280
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-DASH2 PIC X(01) VALUE '-'. 282
10 ODPERMT-COMPLNT-NUMBER PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 283
05 ODPERMT-COUNTY-NAME PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 287
05 ODPERMT-COURT-REPORTER PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 319
05 ODPERMT-HEARING-HOURS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 322
05 ODPERMT-REHEARING-HOURS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 326
05 ODPERMT-TRANSCRIPT-PAGES PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 330
05 ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ASSESSED-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 339
05 ODPERMT-AGREED-ORDER-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 348
05 ODPERMT-CIVIL-PENALTY-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 357
05 ODPERMT-ENHANCE-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 366
05 ODPERMT-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 375
05 ODPERMT-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 384
05 ODPERMT-NBR-OF-PARTIES-ALLEDGD PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 393
05 ODPERMT-PRT-SECTRY-ST-RPT-FLG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 397
88 ODPMT-PRT-ON-SEC-OF-STE-RPT VALUE 'Y'. 398
05 ODPERMT-DISPOSITION PIC X(02) VALUE 'PR'. 398
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-DISMISSED VALUE 'DM'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-SETTLED VALUE 'SL'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-PAY-OUT VALUE 'PY'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-NEGOTIATION VALUE 'NE'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-PROCEED VALUE 'PR'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-DEFAULT VALUE 'DE'.
88 ODPMT-DISPOSITION-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPERMT-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 400
05 ODPERMT-ENHANCEMENT PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 425
88 ODPMT-ENHANCE-VIOL-HISTORY VALUE 'VH'.
88 ODPMT-ENHANCE-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPERMT-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 427
05 ODPERMT-STAFF-PRESENTATION PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 452
88 ODPMT-NO-STAFF-PRESENTATION VALUE 'N'.
05 ODPERMT-ENFORCE-RECOMMND-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 453
88 ODPMT-PRORATION-REC-ENFRCE VALUE 'PR'.
88 ODPMT-FIELD-OPS-REC-ENFRCE VALUE 'FO'.
88 ODPMT-OTHER-REC-ENFRCE VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPERMT-ENFORCE-REC-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 455
II.108
05 ODPERMT-FINAL-ORD-OUTSTANDING PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 480
  88 ODPMT-FINAL-ORDER-OUTSTANDING VALUE 'Y'.
  88 ODPMT-FINAL-ORDER-NOT-OUTSTAND VALUE 'N'.
05 ODPERMT-MFRH-ACTION PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 481
  88 ODPMT-MFRH-ACTION-NOT-GRANTED VALUE 'NG'.
  88 ODPMT-MFRH-ACTION-GRANTED VALUE 'GR'.
  88 ODPMT-MFRH-ACT-EXT-DEADLINE VALUE 'ED'.
  88 ODPMT-MFRH-ACTION-SEE-REMARKS VALUE 'SR'.
  88 ODPMT-MFRH-ACTION-NO-ACTION VALUE 'NA'.
05 ODPERMT-DEFAULT-HEARING PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 483
  88 ODPMT-DEFAULT-HEARING VALUE 'Y'.
  88 ODPMT-NOT-DEFAULT-HEARING VALUE 'N'.
05 ODPERMT-APPEAL-MADE-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE 'N'. 484
  88 ODPMT-APPEAL-MADE VALUE 'Y'.
05 ODPERMT-APPEAL-ACTIVE-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE 'N'. 485
  88 ODPMT-APPEAL-ACTIVE VALUE 'Y'.
05 FILLER PIC X(67) VALUE ZEROS. 486
PERMIT (OTHER) DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700Q2                                                      *
*                                                               *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    PERMIT(OTHER) SEGMENT                                       *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) INFORMATION FOR THE DOCKET *
*                                                               *
*    RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID             RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 19. *
*                                                               *
*    SEGMENT NAME:  ODPERMT                                *
*****************************************************************

THE FOLLOWING DATA ITEMS ARE KEPT SEPERATE FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL PERMIT ON A DOCKET.

-------------------------
ODPERMT-NAME
-------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM IS A KEY FOR INTERNAL USE BY ADP. IT IS THE NAME OF THE PERMIT THAT THE SEGMENT IS FOR. THE NAME IS FROM THE P4 DATABASE OR FROM A NAME KEYED BY THE USER.

-------------------------
ODPERMT-NUMBER
-------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM IS A SECONDARY INDEX KEY ON THE PERMIT SEGMENT. IT IS THE DISTRICT AND RRCID OR PERMIT NUMBER OF THE PERMIT THAT THE PERMIT SEGMENT IS FOR. IF THE PERMIT HAS NOT YET BEEN ASSIGNED A NUMBER BY THE RRC, THEN THIS DATA ITEM WILL BE ZERO.

-------------------------
ODPERMT-STATUS
-------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE STATUS OF THE PERMIT AS IT PERTAINS TO THIS PARTICULAR DOCKET. A VALUE OF 'A' MEANS THAT THE PERMIT IS STILL ACTIVE ON THE DOCKET OR HAS NOT BEEN CLEARED UP. A VALUE OF 'I' SHOW THAT THE PERMIT HAS BEEN MADE INACTIVE ON THE DOCKET EVEN THOUGH THE DOCKET MAY STILL BE ACTIVE.

    A  ACTIVE
    I  INACTIVE

-------------------------
ODPERMT-EXAMINER-1-CODE
-------------------------

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE FOR THE PRIMARY EXAMINER ASSIGNED.

-------------------------
ODPERMT-EXAMINER-2-CODE
-------------------------

II.110
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE FOR THE SECONDARY EXAMINER ASSIGNED.

ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEARING-DATE
ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-CC
ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-YY
ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-MM
ODPERMT-NOTICE-OF-HEAR-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE HEARING NOTICES WERE SENT OUT.

ODPERMT-HEARING-DATE
ODPERMT-HEARING-CC
ODPERMT-HEARING-YY
ODPERMT-HEARING-MM
ODPERMT-HEARING-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THIS PERMIT HAS BEEN SET FOR HEARING.

ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-DATE
ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-CC
ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-YY
ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-MM
ODPERMT-HEARING-CLOSED-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE HEARING FOR THIS PERMIT WAS CLOSED.

ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DATE
ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-CC
ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-YY
ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-MM
ODPERMT-PREHEAR-CONF-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE IS SET FOR.

ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEARING-DATE
ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-CC
ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-YY
ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-MM
ODPERMT-RE-OPENED-HEAR-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE HEARING WAS REOPENED.

ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-DATE
ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-CC
ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-YY
ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-MM
ODPERMT-PFD-ISSUED-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION WAS ISSUED.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECVED-DATE
ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECV-CC
ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECV-YY
ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECV-MM
ODPERMT-EXC-TO-PFD-RECV-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT ANY EXCEPTIONS TO THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION WERE RECEIVED BACK AT THE RRC.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-REC-DATE
ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-CC
ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-YY
ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-MM
ODPERMT-REPLY-PFD-EXC-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE REPLIES TO THE PROPOSAL FOR DECISION EXCEPTIONS WERE RECEIVED.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-DATE
ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-CC
ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-YY
ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-MM
ODPERMT-CONFERENCE-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE CONFERENCE HAS BEEN SET FOR.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-DATE
ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-CC
ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-YY
ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-MM
ODPERMT-ORDER-SERVED-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE RAILROAD COMMISSION ORDERS WERE SERVED TO THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR THE VIOLATION.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-INTERIM-ORD-ISS-DATE
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-CC
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-YY
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-MM
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-ISSD-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE INTERIM ORDERS WERE SERVED.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-INTERIM-ORD-EXP-DATE
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-CC
II.112
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-YY
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-MM
ODPERMT-INTRM-ORD-EXPR-DD

THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE INTERIM ORDERS WILL EXPIRE ON.

______________________________
ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DATE
ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-CC
ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-YY
ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-MM
ODPERMT-ORAL-ARGUMENTS-DD

______________________________
THIS IS THE DATE THAT HAS BEEN SET TO HEAR ORAL ARGUMENTS.

______________________________
ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-DATE
ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-CC
ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-YY
ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-MM
ODPERMT-MFRH-RECEIVED-DD

______________________________
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE MOTION FOR REHEARING WAS RECEIVED.

______________________________
ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-RECVD-DATE
ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-REC-CC
ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-REC-YY
ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-REC-MM
ODPERMT-REPLY-MFRH-REC-DD

______________________________
THIS ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THE REPLIES TO THE MOTION FOR REHEARING WERE RECEIVED.

______________________________
ODPERMT-MFRH-CONFERENCE-DATE
ODPERMT-MFRH-CONF-CC
ODPERMT-MFRH-CONF-YY
ODPERMT-MFRH-CONF-MM
ODPERMT-MFRH-CONF-DD

______________________________
THIS IS THE CONFERENCE DATE THAT HAS BEEN SET FOR THE MOTION FOR REHEARING.

______________________________
ODPERMT-TRANSCRIPT-RECVD-DATE
ODPERMT-TRANS-REC-CC
ODPERMT-TRANS-REC-YY
ODPERMT-TRANS-REC-MM
ODPERMT-TRANS-REC-DD

______________________________
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE TRANSCRIPT WAS RECEIVED.

______________________________
ODPERMT-ACTION-RECOMEND-DATE

II.113
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE DATE THAT THIS PERMIT WAS RECOMMENDED TO HAVE ACTION TAKEN ON IT.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-FINAL-ORD-ADM-ACT-DATE
ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-CC
ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-YY
ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-MM
ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ADMIN-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE FINAL ORDER ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION DATE.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-1ST-OUTSTD-FNL-ORD-DATE
ODPERMT-1ST-FINAL-ORD-CC
ODPERMT-1ST-FINAL-ORD-YY
ODPERMT-1ST-FINAL-ORD-MM
ODPERMT-1ST-FINAL-ORD-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE OF THE FIRST OUTSTANDING FINAL ORDER.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-LST-OUTSTD-FNL-ORD-DATE
ODPERMT-LST-FINAL-ORD-CC
ODPERMT-LST-FINAL-ORD-YY
ODPERMT-LST-FINAL-ORD-MM
ODPERMT-LST-FINAL-ORD-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE OF THE LAST OUTSTANDING FINAL ORDER.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-INTERROGATORIES-DATE
ODPERMT-INTERROGATORIES-CC
ODPERMT-INTERROGATORIES-YY
ODPERMT-INTERROGATORIES-MM
ODPERMT-INTERROGATORIES-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS THE DATE THAT THE INTERROGATORIES HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED TO BEGIN.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-REQ-FOR-ACTION-DATE
ODPERMT-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-CC
ODPERMT-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-YY
ODPERMT-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-MM
ODPERMT-REQUEST-FOR-ACT-DD
-----------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE REQUEST FOR ACTION (RFA) WAS DONE.

-----------------------------------
ODPERMT-30-DAY-LETTER-DATE
THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE 30 DAY NOTICE LETTER WAS Issued.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION WAS TAKEN ON THE AGREED ORDER.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT ALL ACTION WAS COMPLETED FOR A PARTICULAR PERMIT.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT A LETTER WAS SENT REQUESTING DISCOVERY.

THIS IS THE DATE THAT THE CASE WAS ASSIGNED TO AN EXAMINER.

THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER ISSUED BY THE DISTRICT OFFICE FOR TRACKING OF COMPLAINTS RECEIVED. FORMAT 99-99-9999; WHERE THE FIRST TWO DIGITS ARE THE DISTRICT, SECOND TWO DIGITS ARE THE YEAR, AND THE LAST FOUR DIGITS ARE AN
ASSIGNED NUMBER.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-COUNTY-NAME
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE NAME OF THE COUNTY THAT THE PERMIT IS IN.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-COURT-REPORTER
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE CODE FOR THE COURT REPORTER.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-HEARING-HOURS
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF HOURS THE HEARING HAS TAKEN.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-REHEARING-HOURS
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF HOURS THE REHEARING HAS TAKEN.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-TRANSCRIPT-PAGES
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF PAGES IN THE TRANSCRIPT.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-FNL-ORD-ASSESSED-AMT
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE AMOUNT ASSESSED ON THE FINAL ORDER.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-AGREED-ORDER-AMOUNT
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE AMOUNT OF THE AGREED ORDER.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-CIVIL-PENALTY-AMOUNT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEMS CONTAINS THE AMOUNT OF THE CIVIL PENALTY.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-ENHANCE-AMT
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE ENHANCEMENT AMOUNT ADDED TO THE SETTLEMENT.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-SETTLEMENT-OFFER-AMT
-----------------------------
THIS IS THE AMOUNT OF SETTLEMENT OFFERED.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-AGREED-SETTLEMENT-AMT
-----------------------------
II.116
THIS IS THE AMOUNT OF SETTLEMENT AGREED UPON.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-NBR-OF-PARTIES-ALLEGD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE NUMBER OF PARTIES INVOLVED.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-DISPOSITION
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES THE DISPOSITION OF THE CASE ON THIS PERMIT.

    DM  DISMISSED
    SL  SETTLED
    CM  COMPLAINT
    PY  PAY-OUT
    NE  NEgotiation
    PR  PROCEED
    DE  DEFAULT
    OT  OTHER

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-DISPOSITION-OTHER-RMK
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM HOLDS A REMARK TO INDICATE WHAT THE DISPOSITION OF OTHER IS.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-ENHANCEMENT
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHAT THE ENHANCEMENT WAS FOR IF ONE WAS ADDED.

    VH  VIOLATION HISTORY
    OT  OTHER

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-ENHANCEMENT-OTHER-RMK
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM EXPLAINS WHAT ENHANCEMENT OTHER IS.

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-STAFF-PRESENTATION
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER THERE WAS A STAFF PRESENTATION OR NOT.

    Y  STAFF PRESENTATION
    N  NO STAFF PRESENTATION

-------------------------------
ODPERMT-ENFORCE-RECOMMND-FROM
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHERE THE RECOMMENDATION FOR ENFORCEMENT ACTION CAME FROM.

    PR  PRORATION

II.117
THIS DATA ITEM EXPLAINS WHAT ENHANCEMENT OTHER IS.

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-FINAL-ORD-OUTSTANDING
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER THE FINAL ORDER IS OUTSTANDING OR NOT.

Y  FINAL ORDER OUTSTANDING
N  FINAL ORDER NOT OUTSTANDING

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-MFRH-ACTION
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES THE ACTION TAKEN ON THE MOTION FOR REHEARING.

NG  NOT GRANTED
GR  GRANTED
ED  EXTENDED DEADLINE
OT  OTHER

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-DEFAULT-HEARING
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER THE HEARING WAS A DEFAULT OR NOT.

Y  DEFAULT HEARING
N  NOT DEFAULT HEARING

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-APPEAL-MADE-FLAG
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER AN APPEAL HAS BEEN MADE.

Y  APPEAL MADE
N  NO APPEAL MADE

-----------------------------
ODPERMT-APPEAL-ACTIVE-FLAG
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM INDICATES WHETHER AN APPEAL THAT HAS BEEN MADE
ACTIVE.

Y  APPEAL ACTIVE
N  APPEAL NOT ACTIVE
PERMIT (OTHER) VIOLATION RECORD LAYOUT

*******************************************************************
* ODW700R1                                                      *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE          *
* PERMIT(OTHER) VIOLATION SEGMENT                                  *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) VIOLATION INFORMATION           *
* FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A PERMIT(OTHER)                       *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODPMTVL  SEGMENT LENGTH: 200 BYTES                *
*******************************************************************

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SSA NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTVL-VIOLATION-CODE</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODPMTVLKY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.  PIC X(02). 1
02 OD-PERMIT-VIOLATION-IO-AREA.
  05 ODPMTVL-VIOL-CODE          PIC X(05) VALUE SPACES. 3
  05 ODPMTVL-OPER-NAME          PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 8
  05 ODPMTVL-OPER-NUMBER        PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS. 40
  05 ODPMTVL-STATUS             PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 46
     88 ODPMTVL-IN-VIOLATION    VALUE 'I'.
     88 ODPMTVL-CORRECTED-VIOLATION VALUE 'C'.
  05 ODPMTVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER   PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 47
  05 ODPMTVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT  PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 56
  05 ODPMTVL-AGREED-ORD-RECEIVED PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 65
  05 ODPMTVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 74
  05 ODPMTVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY  PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 83
  05 ODPMTVL-LEGAL-COMPLIANCE-FEE-RECV'D PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 92
  05 ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-DATE    PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 92
     10 ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-CC    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 101
     10 ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-YY    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 103
     10 ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-MM    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 105
     10 ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-DD    PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 107
  05 ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-1       PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 109
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PLUGGED1  VALUE 'PL'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-ST-FUND-PLUG1 VALUE 'SP'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PRODUCED1  VALUE 'PD'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-DOMEST-GAS1 VALUE 'DG'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-DOMEST-WATER1 VALUE 'DW'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-14B2-EXTEN1 VALUE '14'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-P-5-14B2-EXTEN1 VALUE 'P5'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PIT-BACKFILLED1 VALUE 'PB'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-POLLUT-REMED1 VALUE 'PR'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-SF-POLL-REMED1 VALUE 'SR'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-FORM-REF-APPRVD1 VALUE 'FA'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PERMIT-REVOKED1 VALUE 'RV'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PERMIT-EXPIRED1 VALUE 'EX'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PERMIT-SUSPEND1 VALUE 'SU'.
     88 ODPMTVL-COMPL-PERMIT-RE-FILED1 VALUE 'RF'.

II.119
PERMIT (OTHER) VIOLATION DATA DICTIONARY

*************************************************************************
* ODW700R1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    PERMIT VIOLATION SEGMENT                                  *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) VIOLATION INFORMATION      *
*    FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A PERMIT(OTHER)                   *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 20.     *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODPMTVL                                        *
*************************************************************************

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-VIOL-CODE
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE RULE VIOLATION NUMBER.

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-OPER-NAME
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NAME.

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-OPER-NUMBER
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE OPERATOR NUMBER.

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-STATUS
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW IF THE PERMIT IS IN VIOLATION OR
IF THE VIOLATION HAS BEEN CORRECTED.

    I  IN VIOLATION
    C  CORRECTED VIOLATION

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-SETTLEMENT-OFFER
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE SETTLEMENT OFFER AMOUNT.

-----------------------------
ODPMTVL-AGREED-SETTLEMENT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AGREED SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.

II.122
ODPMTVL-AGREED-ORD-RECEIVED

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE OFFICIAL SETTLEMENT AMOUNT.

ODPMTVL-FINAL-ORD-RECEIVED

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ORDER TO COMPLY WITH ALL RULE VIOLATIONS AND OR PAY ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES.

ODPMTVL-COMPLIANCE-SURETY

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF PERFORMANCE BONDS OR LETTER OF CREDIT THE COMMISSION HAS RECEIVED.

ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-CC
ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-YY
ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-MM
ODPMTVL-RULE-COMPL-DD

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE COMPLIANCE FEE WAS RECEIVED.

ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-1

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN TO GET INTO COMPLIANCE WITH RULES VIOLATED WITHOUT REQUESTING STATE FUNDS. THERE CAN BE UP TO FOUR.

PL   PLUGGED
SP   STATE FUND PLUG
PD   PRODUCED
DG   DOMESTIC GAS
DW   DOMESTIC WATER
14   14B2 EXTENSION
P5   P-5 14B2 EXTENSION
PB   PIT BACKFILLED
PR   POLLUTION REMEDIED
SR   STATE FUND POLLUTION REMEDIED
FA   FORM REP. APPROVED
RV   PERMIT REVOKED
EX   PERMIT EXPIRED
SU   PERMIT SUSPENDED
RF   PERMIT RE-FILED

II.123
PA  PERMIT APPROVED
ER  EXTENSION RE-FILED
EA  EXTENSION APPROVED
PN  POLLUTION NATURAL
RE  14B2 REVOKED
SD  14B2 SUSPENDED
SI  SIGNS POSTED
RW  REMEDIED PHYSICAL PERMIT
RL  REMEDIED PHYSICAL PERMIT
PA  REMEDIED PHYSICAL AREA
GS  P5 GOOD STANDING
OT  OTHER
SF  STATE FUNDING OTHER
----------------------------
ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-2
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN TO GET INTO
COMPLIANCE WITH RULES VIOLATED WITHOUT REQUESTING STATE FUNDS.
LIST DISPLAYED IN THE DEFINITION OF ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.
----------------------------
ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-3
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN TO GET INTO
COMPLIANCE WITH RULES VIOLATED AFTER STATE FUNDS HAVE BEEN
REQUESTED. LIST DISPLAYED IN THE DEFINITION OF
ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.
----------------------------
ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-4
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHAT ACTION WAS TAKEN TO GET INTO
COMPLIANCE WITH RULES VIOLATED AFTER STATE FUNDS HAVE BEEN
REQUESTED. LIST DISPLAYED IN THE DEFINITION OF
ODPMTVL-COMPL-TYPE-1.
----------------------------
ODPMTVL-COMPL-OTHER-RMK
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS IF 'OT' WAS SELECTED
ON ONE OF THE FOUR COMPLIANCE TYPES.
----------------------------
ODPMTVL-COMPL-SF-OTHER-RMK
----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS IF 'SF' WAS SELECTED
ON ONE OF THE FOUR COMPLIANCE TYPES.

II.124
## PERMIT (OTHER) VIOLATION PAYMENT RECORD LAYOUT

### Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>SSA Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.</td>
<td>POS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID</td>
<td>PIC X(02). 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD-PERMIT-VIOL-PAYMENT-IO-AREA.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUMBER</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX</td>
<td>PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS. 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER</td>
<td>PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMENT-RECVD-AMOUNT</td>
<td>PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMENT-RECVD-DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-CC</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-YY</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 29</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-MM</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECVD-DD</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER</td>
<td>PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO</td>
<td>PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-CLEAN-UP</td>
<td>VALUE 'CU'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-GENERAL-REV</td>
<td>VALUE 'GR'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK</td>
<td>VALUE 'OT'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK</td>
<td>PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG</td>
<td>PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG</td>
<td>VALUE 'Y'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG</td>
<td>VALUE 'Y'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG</td>
<td>VALUE 'Y'.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-TRANSFER-DATE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-XFER-CC</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-XFER-YY</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTPY-XFER-MM</td>
<td>PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**II.125**
10 ODPMTPY-XFER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 101
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 103
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 110
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 119
 88 ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
 88 ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM-GENERAL-REV VALUE 'GR'.
 88 ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 121
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 146
05 ODPMTPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 151
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-DATE.
 10 ODPMTPY-REFUND-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 156
 10 ODPMTPY-REFUND-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 158
 10 ODPMTPY-REFUND-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 160
 10 ODPMTPY-REFUND-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 162
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 164
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-AMOUNT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 171
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 180
 88 ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM-CLEAN-UP VALUE 'CU'.
 88 ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM-GEN-REV VALUE 'GR'.
 88 ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 182
05 ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER PIC 9(05) VALUE ZEROS. 207
05 FILLER PIC X(21) VALUE ZEROS. 212
02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER PIC X(0320). 233
PERMIT (OTHER) VIOLATION PAYMENT DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700S1                                                      *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE         *
* PERMIT(OTHER) VIOLATION PAYMENT SEGMENT                        *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) VIOLATION PAYMENT             *
* INFORMATION FOR EACH VIOLATION UNDER A PERMIT(OTHER)           *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 21.     *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODPMTPY                                           *
*****************************************************************

-------------------
ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUMBER
ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUM-TWO
ODPMTPY-REGISTER-NUM-SIX
-------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED BY THE MAIL ROOM FOR TRACKING INCOMING MAIL.

-------------------
ODPMTPY-RECEIVED-ID-NUMBER
-------------------
THIS IS A UNIQUE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO PAYMENTS AND IS USED FOR TRACKING PURPOSES.

-------------------
ODPMTPY-PAYMENT-RECD-AMOUNT
-------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE AMOUNT OF THE PAYMENT RECEIVED.

-------------------
ODPMTPY-PAYMENT-RECD-DATE
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECD-CC
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECD-YY
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECD-MM
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-RECD-DD
-------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS TO RECORD THE DATE THE PAYMENT WAS RECEIVED.

-------------------
ODPMTPY-PAYMENT-DEPOS-DATE
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-CC
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-YY
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-MM
   ODPMTPY-PAYMNT-DEPOS-DD
-------------------
THIS IS THE DATA ITEM WHICH STORES THE DATE THAT THE PAYMENT WAS DEPOSITED.

II.127
---
**ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-GL-NUMBER**
---
This data item is the general ledger number which the payment was posted to.

---
**ODPMTPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO**
---
This data item is to show which fund the payment was deposited to.

- **CU** Clean Up
- **GR** General Revenue
- **OT** Other

---
**ODPMTPY-DEPOSITED-OTHER-RMK**
---
This data item is used for remarks if 'OT' was selected in **ODPMTPY-FUND-DEPOSITED-TO** data field.

---
**ODPMTPY-COLLECTED-BY-AG-FLAG**
---
This data item is used to show whether the payment was collected by the attorney general.

- **Y** Collected by AG
- **N** Not collected by AG

---
**ODPMTPY-NUMBER-OF-PAYMENTS-DUE**
---
This data item is used to note the number of payments due if a payment agreement was reached.

---
**ODPMTPY-PAYOUT-AGREEMENT-FLAG**
---
This data item is used to note whether or not a payment plan was agreed upon.

- **Y** Payout agreed
- **N** No payout agreed

---
**ODPMTPY-TOTAL-BALANCE-DUE**
---
This data item stores the total amount due.

II.128
ODPMTPY-TRANSFER-DATE
ODPMTPY-XFER-CC
ODPMTPY-XFER-YY
ODPMTPY-XFER-MM
ODPMTPY-XFER-DD

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE DATE OF TRANSFER OF A PAYMENT FROM ONE GENERAL LEDGER FUND TO ANOTHER.

ODPMTPY-XFER-ID-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IDENTIFIES WHICH PAYMENT WAS TRANSFERRED TO ANOTHER GENERAL LEDGER FUND.

ODPMTPY-XFER-AMOUNT

THIS DATA ITEM STORES THE AMOUNT OF THE PAYMENT THAT WAS TRANSFERRED.

ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM

THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE GENERAL LEDGER FUND WHICH A PAYMENT WAS TRANSFERRED FROM.

    CU    CLEAN UP
    GR    GENERAL REVENUE
    OT    OTHER

ODPMTPY-XFER-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR REMARKS IF THE TRANSFERRED PAYMENT SELECTED IS 'OT'.

ODPMTPY-XFER-FROM-GL-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE GENERAL LEDGER NUMBER THE PAYMENT WAS TRANSFERRED FROM.

ODPMTPY-XFER-TO-GL-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IS FOR THE GENERAL LEDGER NUMBER THE PAYMENT WAS TRANSFERRED TO.

II.129
ODPMTPY-REFUND-DATE
ODPMTPY-REFUND-CC
ODPMTPY-REFUND-YY
ODPMTPY-REFUND-MM
ODPMTPY-REFUND-DD

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE A REFUND WAS GIVEN.

ODPMTPY-REFUND-ID-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NUMBER OF THE PAYMENT WHICH WAS REFUNDED.

ODPMTPY-REFUND-AMOUNT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT OF REFUND GIVEN.

ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE GENERAL LEDGER FUND WHICH THE REFUND WAS ISSUED FROM.

CU    CLEAN UP
GR    GENERAL REVENUE
OT    OTHER

ODPMTPY-REFUND-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM IS USED FOR REMARKS IF THE REFUND SELECTED IS 'OT'.

ODPMTPY-REFUND-FROM-GL-NUMBER

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE GENERAL LEDGER NUMBER WHICH THE REFUND WAS ISSUED FROM.
PERMIT (OTHER) REMARKS RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700T1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
*    PERMIT(OTHER) REMARKS SEGMENT                                *
*                                                               *
*  USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) REMARKS INFORMATION           *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODPMTRM             SEGMENT LENGTH: 60 BYTES     *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME              ] TYPE      ] SSA NAME                *
*------------------------------]----------------]---------------*
* ODPMTRM-LINE-NUMBER        ] KEY      ] PMRMKNUM               *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.     POS.  
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID  PIC X(02). 1  
  02 OD-PERMIT-REMARKS-IO-AREA.       
      05 ODPMTRM-LINE-NUMBER  PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROES. 3  
      05 ODPMTRM-TEXT-LINE   PIC X(47) VALUE SPACES. 7  
      05 FILLER             PIC X(09) VALUE SPACES. 54  
  02 RRC-TAPE-FILLER       PIC X(0490). 63  

II.131
**PERMIT (OTHER) REMARKS DATA DICTIONARY**

*************************************************************************************
* ODW700T1 *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE *
* PERMIT (OTHER) REMARKS SEGMENT *
* *
* USED TO STORE THE PERMIT (OTHER) REMARKS INFORMATION *
* *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODPMTRM *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 22. *
* *
*************************************************************************************

-------------------
ODPMTRM-LINE-NUMBER
-------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO IDENTIFY THE LINE NUMBER OF A PERMIT REMARK.

-------------------
ODPMTRM-TEXT-LINE
-------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS USED TO SHOW THE PERMIT REMARKS.

II.132
### PERMIT (OTHER) ABSTRACT RECORD LAYOUT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SSA NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-KEY</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODPABSKY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-COUNTY-CODE</td>
<td>PIC 9(03)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-CC</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-YY</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS. 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-MM</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-ABSTRACT-FILE-DD</td>
<td>PIC 9(02)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROS. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODPMTABS-COUNTY-NAME</td>
<td>PIC X(32)</td>
<td>VALUE SPACES. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILLER</td>
<td>PIC X(07)</td>
<td>VALUE ZEROES. 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.133
PERMIT (OTHER) ABSTRACT DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700U1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    PERMIT(OTHER) ABSTRACT SEGMENT                             *
*                                                               *
*    USED TO STORE THE PERMIT(OTHER) ABSTRACT COUNTY INFORMATION *
*    FOR EACH COUNTY THE PERMIT(OTHER) HAS AN ABSTRACT FILED IN *
*                                                               *
*    RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 23.  *
*                                                               *
*    SEGMENT NAME:  ODPMTABS                                            *
*****************************************************************

-------------------------------
ODPMTABS-COUNTY-CODE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE COUNTY THAT THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED IN.

-------------------------------
ODPMTABS-ABSTRACT-FILED-DATE
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED.

-------------------------------
ODPMTABS-COUNTY-NAME
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE NAME OF THE COUNTY THE ABSTRACT WAS FILED IN.
PERMIT (OTHER) STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700X1                                                 *
* THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE      *
* PERMIT(OTHER) STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER SEGMENT            *
*                                                          *
* USED TO STORE THE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER                *
* INFORMATION FOR THE PERMIT(OTHER)                          *
*                                                          *
* SEGMENT NAME: ODPMSFFO  SEGMENT LENGTH: 435 BYTES          *
*****************************************************************

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARIABLE NAME</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SSA NAME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ODPMSFFO-KEY</td>
<td>KEY</td>
<td>ODPMSFKY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC. PIC X(02). 1
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID PIC X(10) VALUE SPACES. 3
  02 OD-PMT-ST-FND-FNL-ORDR-IO-AREA.
    05 ODPMSFFO-KEY PIC X(10) VALUE SPACES. 3
    88 ODPMSFFO-STATE-FUNDING VALUE 'STATEFUND'.
    88 ODPMSFFO-FINAL-ORDER VALUE 'FINALORDER'.
    05 ODPMSFFO-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED PIC X(32) VALUE SPACES. 13
    05 ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 45
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 47
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 49
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 51
    05 ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 53
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 55
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 57
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 59
    05 ODPMSFFO-AG-FILE-CLOSE-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CLOSE-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 61
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CLOSE-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 63
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CLOSE-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 65
      10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CLOSE-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 67
    05 ODPMSFFO-JUDGEMENT-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-JUDGEMENT-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 69
      10 ODPMSFFO-JUDGEMENT-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 71
      10 ODPMSFFO-JUDGEMENT-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 73
      10 ODPMSFFO-JUDGEMENT-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 75
    05 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 77
      10 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 79
      10 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 81
      10 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 83
    05 ODPMSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DATE.
      10 ODPMSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 85
      10 ODPMSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 87
      10 ODPMSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 89

II.135
10 ODPMSFFO-CONTEMPT-FILED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  91
05 ODPMSFFO-AG-CAUSE-NUMBER.
10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CAUSE-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS.  93
10 ODPMSFFO-AG-CAUSE-SEVEN PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS.  95
05 ODPMSFFO-AG-AGREED-JDG-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  102
05 ODPMSFFO-AG-FINAL-JDG-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  111
05 ODPMSFFO-AG-RRC-JDGMNT-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS.  120
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  129
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY1 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED1 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT1 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  131
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY2 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY2 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED2 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN2 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT2 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND2 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER2 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE3 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  133
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED3 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY3 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY3 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED3 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN3 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT3 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND3 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  135
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-DECEASED4 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-PRIOR-COMPLY4 VALUE 'CT'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-BANKRUPTCY4 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-CAUSE-EXPIRED4 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OPER-UNKNOWN4 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-AG-SETTLEMENT4 VALUE 'ST'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-NO-SVC-OBTND4 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES.  137
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES.  162
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL1 VALUE 'NC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED1 VALUE 'CE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.

II.136
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT1 VALUE 'RS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 164
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL2 VALUE 'NC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY2 VALUE 'BR'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED2 VALUE 'CE'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN2 VALUE 'OU'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL2 VALUE 'UV'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT2 VALUE 'RS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND2 VALUE 'NS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER2 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED3 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 166
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED3 VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL3 VALUE 'NC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY3 VALUE 'BR'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED3 VALUE 'CE'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN3 VALUE 'OU'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL3 VALUE 'UV'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT3 VALUE 'RS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND3 VALUE 'NS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER3 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED4 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 168
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-DECEASED4 VALUE 'DC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-PRIOR-NO-COLL4 VALUE 'NC'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-BANKRUPTCY4 VALUE 'BR'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-CAUSE-EXPIRED4 VALUE 'CE'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OPER-UNKNOWN4 VALUE 'OU'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-UNSUBSTN-VIOL4 VALUE 'UV'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-RRC-SETTLEMENT4 VALUE 'RS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-NO-SVC-OBTND4 VALUE 'NS'.
  88 ODPMSFFO-NO-REF-OTHER4 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-REIMB-REFER-RMK PIC X(25) VALUE SPACES. 170
  88 ODPMSFFO-AGREED-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 195
    88 ODPMSFFO-AGREED-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
  05 ODPMSFFO-CIVIL-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 196
    88 ODPMSFFO-CIVIL-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
  05 ODPMSFFO-DEFAULT-JUDGMENT-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 197
    88 ODPMSFFO-DEFAULT-JUDGEMENT VALUE 'Y'.
  05 ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-FLAG PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 198
    88 ODPMSFFO-MANDATORY-INJUNCTION VALUE 'M'.
    88 ODPMSFFO-PROHIBITORY-INJUNCTN VALUE 'P'.
  05 ODPMSFFO-ASSIGNED-TO-ENERGY PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 199
    88 ODPMSFFO-ASSIGND-TO-AG-ENERGY VALUE 'Y'.
  05 ODPMSFFO-ASSIGND-TO-ENVRMNT PIC X(01) VALUE SPACES. 200
    88 ODPMSFFO-ASSGNND-TO-AG-ENVRMNT VALUE 'Y'.
* NOTE: THE FOLLOWING IS FOR STATE FUNDING ONLY *
  05 ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DTE.
    10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-ỜREFER-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 201
    10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-叚REFER-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 203
    10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-叚REFER-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 205
    10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-叚REFER-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 207
  05 ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE.
    10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-叚APPRVD-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 209
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10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 211
10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 213
10 ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 215
05 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-DATE.
10 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 217
10 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 219
10 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 221
10 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 223
05 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-DATE.
10 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 225
10 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 227
10 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 229
10 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXP-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 231
05 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-DATE.
10 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-CC PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 233
10 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-YY PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 235
10 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-MM PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 237
10 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-DD PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 239
05 ODPMSFFO-SF-CODE-NBR.
10 ODPMSFFO-SF-CODE-1ST-TWO PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 241
10 ODPMSFFO-SF-CODE-LAST-8 PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 243
05 ODPMSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-CODE-NBR.
10 ODPMSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-1ST-2 PIC 9(02) VALUE ZEROS. 251
10 ODPMSFFO-SF-EMRGNCY-LAST-8 PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 253
05 ODPMSFFO-REIMBURSE-RRC PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 261
05 ODPMSFFO-REIMBURSE-AG PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 270
05 ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 279
05 ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-AMT PIC 9(09) VALUE ZEROS. 288
05 ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 306
88 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY-FIELD-OPS VALUE 'FL'.
88 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY-LEGAL-ENF VALUE 'LE'.
88 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY-DIST-OFFICE VALUE 'DO'.
88 ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 333
88 ODPMSFFO-OPER-DECEASED1 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-PROR-SF-FOR-OPER1 VALUE 'PS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-BANKRUPTCY1 VALUE 'BR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-RRC-FIN-ORD-OBT1 VALUE 'RR'.
88 ODPMSFFO-OPER-UNKNOWN1 VALUE 'OU'.
88 ODPMSFFO-UNSUBSTAN-VIOL1 VALUE 'UV'.
88 ODPMSFFO-AG-JUDGMENT-OBTAINED1 VALUE 'AG'.
88 ODPMSFFO-NO-SERVICE1 VALUE 'NS'.
88 ODPMSFFO-IMMEDIATE-POLLUTION1 VALUE 'IP'.
88 ODPMSFFO-AG-CLOSE-FRI-TO-CASE1 VALUE 'CP'.
88 ODPMSFFO-UNSUBSTN-VIOLATION1 VALUE 'UN'.
88 ODPMSFFO-EXTENUATING-CIRCUM1 VALUE 'EC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-OTHER1 VALUE 'OT'.
05 ODPMSFFO-OPER-UNKNOWN2 PIC X(02) VALUE SPACES. 353
88 ODPMSFFO-OPER-DECEASED2 VALUE 'DC'.
88 ODPMSFFO-INACTIVE-OPER2 VALUE 'IO'.
88 ODPMSFFO-PRIOR-SF-FOR-OPER2 VALUE 'PS'.
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PERMIT (OTHER) STATE FUND/FINAL ORDER DATA DICTIONARY

******************************************************************************
* ODW700X1                                                                   *
*   THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE                   *
*   PERMIT(OTHER) STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER SEGMENT                          *
*                                                                           *
* USED TO STORE THE STATE FUNDING/FINAL ORDER                                *
*   INFORMATION FOR THE PERMIT(OTHER)                                        *
*                                                                           *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID            RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 24.                *
*                                                                           *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ODPMSFFO                                                   *
******************************************************************************

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-KEY
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE KEY WHICH SHOWS IF STATE FUNDED OR FINAL ORDER.

| STATEFUND | STATE FUNDING |
| FINALORDER | FINAL ORDER   |

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-ASSISTANT-AG-ASSIGNED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL ASSIGNED TO THE CASE.

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DATE
   ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-CC
   ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-YY
   ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-MM
   ODPMSFFO-AG-REFERRAL-DD
-------------------------------
THIS IS THE DATE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL WAS REFERRED TO THE CASE.

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DATE
   ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-CC
   ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-YY
   ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-MM
   ODPMSFFO-AG-TRIAL-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S TRIAL DATE.
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This is the date of the Attorney General's file closing.

This data item is the judgment date of the case.

This data item is the injunction date of the case.

This is the date contempt was filed on the case.

This data item is the Attorney General's cause number.

This data item is the Attorney General's agreed judgement amount.

This data item is the Attorney General's final judgement amount.
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S RRC JUDGEMENT AMOUNT.

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (1).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (2).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (3).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIANCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER
ODPMSFFO-REASON-FOR-CLOSE4

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REASON THE CASE WAS CLOSED (4).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
CT  PRIOR COMPLIENCY
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
ST  ATTORNEY GENERAL SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

ODPMSFFO-CLOSE-OTHER-RMK

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS ABOUT REASONS, OTHER THAN THOSE STATED, WHY THE CASE WAS CLOSED.

ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED1

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (1).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED2

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (2).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER
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ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED3
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (3).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

----------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-REASON-NOT-REFERRED4
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON WHY THE CASE WAS NOT REFERRED (4).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
NC  NO PRIOR COLLECTION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
CE  CAUSE EXPIRED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
RS  RRC SETTLEMENT
NS  NO SERVICE OBTAINED
OT  OTHER

----------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-NOT-REF-OTHER-RMK
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF NOT REFERRED REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.

----------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-AGREED-JUDGMENT-FLAG
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  AGREED JUDGEMENT

----------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-CIVIL-JUDGMENT-FLAG
----------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A CIVIL JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  CIVIL JUDGEMENT
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ODPMSFFO-DEFAULT-JUDGMENT-FLAG
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF A DEFAULT JUDGEMENT WAS AGREED ON.

Y  DEFAULT JUDGEMENT

-----------
ODPMSFFO-INJUNCTION-FLAG
-------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE TYPE OF INJUNCTION.

    M  MANDATORY INJUNCTION
    P  PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION

----------
ODPMSFFO-ASSIGNED-TO-ENERGY
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENERGY DEPARTMENT.

Y  ASSIGNED TO ENERGY

----------
ODPMSFFO-ASSGNED-TO-ENVRNMNT
-----------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ASSIGNED TO ATTORNEY GENERAL'S ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT.

Y  ASSIGNED TO ENVIRONMENT

* NOTE:  THE FOLLOWING IS FOR STATE FUNDING ONLY  *

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-REIMBURSE-REFER-DTE
ODPMSFFO-REIMB-REFER-CC
ODPMSFFO-REIMB-REFER-YY
ODPMSFFO-REIMB-REFER-MM
ODPMSFFO-REIMB-REFER-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE REIMBURSEMENT REFERRED DATE.

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPROVED-DATE
ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-CC
ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-YY
ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-MM
ODPMSFFO-CONF-APPRVD-DD
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CONFERENCE APPROVED DATE.
This data item is the expended date.

This data item is the emergency expended date.

This data item is the memorandum date.

This data item is the state funding code number.

This data item is the state funding emergency code number.

This data item shows the amount of state funding reimbursed to the RRC.

This data item shows the amount of state funding reimbursed to the attorney general.
ODPMSFFO-EXPENDED-AMT
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EXPENDED AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDS.

ODPMSFFO-EMRGNCY-EXPENDED-AMT
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE EMERGENCY EXPENDED AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDS.

ODPMSFFO-ESTIMATED-COST
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ESTIMATED COST OF STATE FUNDS.

ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS WHO THE MEMORANDUM WAS BY.

FL  FIELD OPERATORS
LE  LEGAL ENFORCEMENT
DO  DISTRICT OFFICE
OT  OTHER

ODPMSFFO-MEMO-BY-OTHER-RMK
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF MEMO BY 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.

ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON1
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REASON STATE FUNDING WAS NEEDED (1).

DC  OPERATOR DECEASED
IO  INACTIVE OPERATOR
PS  PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
DF  DEFUNCTIONAL CORPORATION
BR  BANKRUPTCY
RR  RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
OU  OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV  UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
AG  ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
NS  NO SERVICE
IP  IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
CP  ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
UN  UNSUSTAINED VIOLATION
EC  EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
OT  OTHER
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ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON2

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (2).

- DC: OPERATOR DECEASED
- IO: INACTIVE OPERATOR
- PS: PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
- DF: DEFUNCTIONAL CORPORATION
- BR: BANKRUPTCY
- RR: RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
- OU: OPERATOR UNKNOWN
- UV: UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
- AG: ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
- NS: NO SERVICE
- IP: IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
- CP: ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
- UN: UNSUSTAINED VIOLATION
- EC: EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
- OT: OTHER

ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON3

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (3).

- DC: OPERATOR DECEASED
- IO: INACTIVE OPERATOR
- PS: PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
- DF: DEFUNCTIONAL CORPORATION
- BR: BANKRUPTCY
- RR: RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
- OU: OPERATOR UNKNOWN
- UV: UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
- AG: ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
- NS: NO SERVICE
- IP: IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
- CP: ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
- UN: UNSUSTAINED VIOLATION
- EC: EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
- OT: OTHER

ODPMSFFO-STAT-FUNDING-REASON4

This data item shows the reason state funding was needed (4).

- DC: OPERATOR DECEASED
- IO: INACTIVE OPERATOR
- PS: PRIOR STATE FUNDING FOR OPERATOR
- DF: DEFUNCTIONAL CORPORATION
- BR: BANKRUPTCY
- RR: RRC FINAL ORDER OBTAINED
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OU OPERATOR UNKNOWN
UV UNSUBSTANTIAL VIOLATION
AG ATTORNEY GENERAL JUDGEMENT OBTAINED
NS NO SERVICE
IP IMMEDIATE POLLUTION
CP ATTORNEY GENERAL CLOSED PRIOR TO CASE
UN UNSUBSTAINED VIOLATION
EC EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES
OT OTHER

-------------------------------
ODPMSFFO-STATE-FUND-OTHER-RMK
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS REMARKS IF STATE FUNDING REASON OF 'OTHER' IS SELECTED.
DOCKET ENFORCEMENT RECORD LAYOUT

*****************************************************************
* ODW700YX                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE       *
*    ENFORCEMENT SEGMENT                                           *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION FOR                  *
*    THE DOCKET                                                   *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME: ENFORMNT  SEGMENT LENGTH: 390 BYTES             *
*---------------------------------------------------------------*
* VARIABLE NAME [ ] TYPE [ ] LENGTH [ ] SSA NAME [ ]             *
*----------------------[-----------------][----------][-----------]*
* NO KEY [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]                                         *
*----------------------------------------------------------------------*

01 RAILROAD-COMMISSION-TAPE-REC.                                      POS.
  02 RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID PIC X(02). 1
  02 ENFORCEMENT-SEGMENT.
    03 ENF-DIST-RECOM-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 3
      05 ENF-DISTRICT-RECOM-CC PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-DISTRICT-RECOM-YEAR PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-DISTRICT-RECOM-MONTH PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-DISTRICT-RECOM-DAY PIC 9(02).
    03 ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 11
      05 ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-CC PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-YEAR PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-MONTH PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-DAY PIC 9(02).
    03 ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 19
      05 ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-CC PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-YEAR PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-MONTH PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-DAY PIC 9(02).
    03 ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 27
      05 ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-CC PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-YEAR PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-MONTH PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-DAY PIC 9(02).
    03 ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 35
      05 ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-CC PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-YEAR PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-MONTH PIC 9(02).
      05 ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-DAY PIC 9(02).
    03 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-PLUGGED-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 43
      05 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-PLUG-CC PIC 9(02).
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05 ENF-JDGMNT-DEBTOR-S-MONTH PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-JDGMNT-DEBTOR-S-DAY PIC 9(02).
03 ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 123
03 FILLER REDEFINES ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-DATE.
05 ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-CC PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-YEAR PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-MONTH PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-DAY PIC 9(02).
03 ENF-FILE-CLOSED-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 131
03 FILLER REDEFINES ENF-FILE-CLOSED-DATE.
05 ENF-FILE-CLOSED-CC PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-FILE-CLOSED-YEAR PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-FILE-CLOSED-MONTH PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-FILE-CLOSED-DAY PIC 9(02).
03 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-DATE PIC 9(08) VALUE ZEROS. 139
03 FILLER REDEFINES ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-DATE.
05 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-CC PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-YEAR PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-MONTH PIC 9(02).
05 ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-DAY PIC 9(02).
03 FILLER PIC X(17) VALUE ZEROS. 147
03 ENF-W1XD-WELLS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 164
03 ENF-W1XD-AMOUNT PIC 9(07)V99 VALUE ZEROS. 168
03 ENF-COMPLAINT-NUMBER PIC X(12) VALUE SPACES.177
03 FILLER REDEFINES ENF-COMPLAINT-NUMBER.
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-DISTRICT PIC X(02).
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-DASH1 PIC X(01).
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-CENTURY PIC X(02).
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-YEAR PIC X(02).
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-DASH2 PIC X(01).
05 ENF-COMPLAINT-NUM PIC 9(04).
03 ENF-AG-CAUSE PIC 9(06) VALUE ZEROS. 189
03 ENF-CENTRAL-RECORDS-FLAG PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 195
88 FILE-IN-ENFORCEMENT-AREA VALUE ZEROS.
88 FILE-IN-CENTRAL-RECORDS VALUE 1.
03 ENF-STATUS PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 196
88 ENF-OPEN VALUE ZEROS.
88 ENF-CLOSED VALUE 1.
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.197
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-2 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.201
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-3 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.205
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-4 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.209
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-5 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.213
03 ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-6 PIC X(04) VALUE SPACES.217
03 ENF-OG-ATTORNEY PIC 9(03) VALUE ZEROS. 221
03 ENF-TOTAL-WELLS PIC 9(04) VALUE ZEROS. 224
03 ENF-EST-PLUGGING-COST COMP-3 PIC 9(07) VALUE ZEROS. 228
03 ENF-AGREED-ORDER PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 232
88 NO-AGREED-ORDER VALUE 1.
88 AGREED-ORDER VALUE 2.
03 ENF-NEGOTIATED-FINE PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 233
88 NO-NEGOTIATED-FINE VALUE 1.
88 NEGOTIATED-FINE VALUE 2.
03 ENF-PROHIBITORY-ORDER PIC 9(01) VALUE ZEROS. 234
88 NO-PROHIBITORY-ORDER VALUE 1.
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DOCKET ENFORCEMENT DATA DICTIONARY

*****************************************************************
* ODW700Y1                                                      *
*    THIS COPY IS USED FOR THE OIL AND GAS DOCKET DATA BASE     *
*    ENFORCEMENT SEGMENT                                       *
*                                                               *
* USED TO STORE THE ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION FOR                *
*    THE DOCKET                                               *
*                                                               *
* RRC-TAPE-RECORD-ID           RECORD IDENTIFIER - VALUE 25.    *
*                                                               *
* SEGMENT NAME:  ENFORMNT                                        *
*****************************************************************

------------------------------
ENF-DIST-RECOM-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE DISTRICT OFFICE RECOMMENDATION IS
RECEIVED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

------------------------------
ENF-30-DAY-LETTER-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE OF THE STANDARD OFFER TO SETTLE THE CASE.
THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

------------------------------
ENF-REQ-FOR-ACTION-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE REQUEST FOR ACTION FILED DATE. THIS DATE IS IN
THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

------------------------------
ENF-ADMIN-ACTION-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION WAS TAKEN. THIS
DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

------------------------------
ENF-COMPL-ACHIEVED-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE COMPLIANCE ACHIEVED DATE. THIS DATE IS IN THE
CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

------------------------------
ENF-STATE-FUNDS-PLUGGED-DATE
------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE STATE FUNDS EXPENDED. THIS DATE IS IN
THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.
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ENF-REFERRAL-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE CASE WAS REFERRED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-JUDGEMENT-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE JUDGEMENT WAS ENTERED BY THE COURT. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-AG-FILE-CLOSED-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE CIVIL ACTION WAS DISMISSED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-COLLECTED-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE FUNDS WERE COLLECTED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-ADMIN-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY WAS COLLECTED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-CIVIL-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE CIVIL PENALTY WAS COLLECTED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-STATE-FUNDS-MEMO-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE OF THE STATE FUNDS MEMO. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-CONTEMPT-ORDER-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE OF THE CONTEMPT ORDER. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-JDGMNT-DEBTOR-S-DATE
--------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE OF THE JUDGEMENT DEBTOR SEARCH. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

--------------------
ENF-ABSTRACT-FILING-DATE
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THIS DATA ITEM IS THE DATE OF THE ABSTRACT FILING. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

---

ENF-FILE-CLOSED-DATE
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE FILE WAS CLOSED BY THE RRC. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

---

ENF-STATE-FUNDS-REIMB-DATE
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE DATE THE STATE FUNDS WERE REIMBURSED. THIS DATE IS IN THE CCYYMMDD FORMAT.

---

FILLER
---

NOT USED.

---

ENF-W1XD-WELLS
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE FUTURE REENTRY WELLS.

---

ENF-W1XD-AMOUNT
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE FUTURE REENTRY AMOUNT.

---

ENF-COMPLAINT-NUMBER
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE COMPLAINT NUMBER.

---

ENF-AG-CAUSE
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AG CAUSE.

---

ENF-CENTRAL-RECORDS-FLAG
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE LOCATION OF RECORDS.

0  FILE IS IN ENFORCEMENT AREA
1  FILE IS IN CENTRAL RECORDS

---

ENF-STATUS
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE STATUS OF THE CASE.

0  CASE IS OPEN

II.156
CASE IS CLOSED

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  
AUTHORIZED CODES ARE:  3, 5, 8, 8A, 8B, 8C1, 8C1C, 8D1, 8D2,  
8D4, 8D5, 8D7, 8E, 8F, 8G, 9, 10, 11,  
13, 14A1, 14B1, 14B2, 14C, 17, 20, 21C,  
26, 27, 27I, 37, 39, 46, 57, 58B, 74,  
85, OR BOND.

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-2
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  (SAME CODES AS  
ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1)

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-3
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  (SAME CODES AS  
ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1)

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-4
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  (SAME CODES AS  
ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1)

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-5
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  (SAME CODES AS  
ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-1)

---

ENF-RULE-VIOLATED-6
---

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CODE TO IDENTIFY A RULE VIOLATION.  (MAY CONTAIN ANY  
CODE USER WANTS)

---

ENF-OG-ATTORNEY
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ENFORCEMENT ATTORNEY ASSIGNED BY THE OIL AND GAS  
DIVISION.

---

ENF-TOTAL-WELLS
---

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WELLS INVOLVED.

---

ENF-EST-PLUGGING-COST

II.157
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE ESTIMATED COST OF PLUGGING WELLS.

ENF-AGREED-ORDER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ORDER AGREED TO BY ALL PARTIES.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NO AGREED ORDER
2  AGREED ORDER

ENF-NEGOTIATED-FINE

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE FINE NEGOTIATED BY ALL PARTIES.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NO NEGOTIATED FINE
2  NEGOTIATED FINE

ENF-PROHIBITORY-ORDER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ORDER PROHIBITING NON-COMPLIANCE.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NO PROHIBITORY ORDER
2  PROHIBITORY ORDER

ENF-MANDATORY-ORDER

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ORDER REQUIRING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NO MANDATORY ORDER
2  MANDATORY ORDER

ENF-SUSPEND-REVOKE

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF THE PERMIT WAS SUSPENDED OR REVOKED.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NOT SUSPENDED OR REVOKED
2  SUSPENDED OR REVOKED

ENF-PENALTY-ASSESSED-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE PENALTY AMOUNT ASSESSED BY THE RRC.

ENF-APPEALED

II.158
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF THE PENALTY ORDER WAS APPEALED.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  NO APPEAL
2  APPEALED

ENF-ACTIVE

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF THE APPEAL IS ACTIVE.

0  NOT APPLICABLE
1  INACTIVE
2  ACTIVE

ENF-NUM-PITS-BACKFILLED

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF PITS BACKFILLED.

ENF-NUM-WELLS-BONDED

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS BONDED.

ENF-BONDED-AMOUNT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE BONDED AMOUNT.

ENF-NUM-2ND-RECOVERY

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS IN SECONDARY RECOVERY.

ENF-NUM-WELLS-PLUGGED

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS PLUGGED.

ENF-NUM-WELLS-PRODUCED

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS PRODUCED.

ENF-NUM-WELLS-CONVERTED

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS CONVERTED.

ENF-EXPENDED-AMOUNT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT OF STATE FUNDS EXPENDED.
ENF-NUM-WELLS-STATE-FUNDS

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS PLUGGED WITH STATE FUNDS.

ENF-AG-ATTORNEY

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE ATTORNEY REPRESENTING THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE.

ENF-ADMIN-PENALTY-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY JUDGEMENT BY COURT.

ENF AGREED JUDGEMENT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF AGREED JUDGEMENT BY ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE.

0 NOT APPLICABLE
1 NO AGREED JUDGEMENT
2 AGREED JUDGEMENT

ENF-CIVIL-PENALTY-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF CIVIL PENALTY JUDGEMENT BY COURT.

ENF-MANDATORY-INJ

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ORDER REQUIRING AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IS NEEDED.

0 NOT APPLICABLE
1 NO MANDATORY INJUNCTION
2 MANDATORY INJUNCTION

ENF-PROHIBITORY-INJ

THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF ORDER PROHIBITING NON-COMPLIANCE IS NEEDED.

0 NOT APPLICABLE
1 NO PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION
2 PROHIBITORY INJUNCTION

ENF-STATE-FD-REIMB-AMT

THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT OF FUNDS REIMBURSED TO THE STATE.

II.160
ENF-BOND-COLLECTION
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF BOND COLLECTION SUIT.
   X   YES

ENF-LETTER-COLLECTION
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF LETTER COLLECTION SUIT.
   X   YES

ENF-NUM-WELLS-COLLECTIONS
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE NUMBER OF WELLS INVOLVED IN THE SUIT.

ENF-BOND-LETTER-AMOUNT
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT OF THE BOND/LETTER.

ENF-AMT-COLLECTED
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS THE AMOUNT COLLECTED.

ENF-COLLECTED-AG
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF COLLECTION MADE BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE.
   X   YES

ENF-COLLECTED-RRC
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM SHOWS IF COLLECTION MADE BY THE RRC.
   X   YES

ENF-ADMIN-AMT-COLLECTED
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT OF ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTY COLLECTED.

ENF-CIVIL-AMT-COLLECTED
------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE CIVIL PENALTY COLLECTED.

II.161
ENF-GEN-REV-AMT-COLLECTED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT THE GENERAL REVENUE FUND COLLECTED.

-------------------------------
ENF-RRC-AMT-COLLECTED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT COLLECTED BY THE RRC.

-------------------------------
ENF-AG-AMT-COLLECTED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT COLLECTED BY THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.

-------------------------------
ENF-PLUG-AMT-COLLECTED
-------------------------------
THIS DATA ITEM IS THE AMOUNT THE PROPER PLUGGING FUND COLLECTED.
III. APPENDIX A
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANDERSON</td>
<td>001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREWS</td>
<td>003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGELINA</td>
<td>005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARANSAS</td>
<td>007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHER</td>
<td>009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG</td>
<td>011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATASCOSA</td>
<td>013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTIN</td>
<td>015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY</td>
<td>017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANDERA</td>
<td>019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASTROP</td>
<td>021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAYLOR</td>
<td>023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEE</td>
<td>025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELL</td>
<td>027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEXAR</td>
<td>029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLANCO</td>
<td>031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORDEN</td>
<td>033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSQUE</td>
<td>035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOWIE</td>
<td>037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZORIA</td>
<td>039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZOS</td>
<td>041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREWSTER</td>
<td>043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISCOE</td>
<td>045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOKS</td>
<td>047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN</td>
<td>049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURLESON</td>
<td>051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNET</td>
<td>053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALDWELL</td>
<td>055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALHOUN</td>
<td>057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALLAHAN</td>
<td>059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMERON</td>
<td>061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMP</td>
<td>063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARSON</td>
<td>065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASS</td>
<td>067</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASTRO</td>
<td>069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMBERS</td>
<td>071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEROKEE</td>
<td>073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHILDRESS</td>
<td>075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAY</td>
<td>077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COCHRAN</td>
<td>079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COKE</td>
<td>081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLEMAN</td>
<td>083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLIN</td>
<td>085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLINGSWORTH</td>
<td>087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLORADO</td>
<td>089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMAL</td>
<td>091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMANCHE</td>
<td>093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONCHO</td>
<td>095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUNTY NAME</td>
<td>COUNTY CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOKE</td>
<td>097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORYELL</td>
<td>099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTLE</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANE</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROCKETT</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSBY</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULBERSON</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAM</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALLAS</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAWSON</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAF SMITH</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELTA</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENTON</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE WITT</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DICKENS</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIMMIT</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONLEY</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUVAL</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTLAND</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECTOR</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWARDS</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLIS</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL PASO</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERATH</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALLS</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANNIN</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAYETTE</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISHER</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLOYD</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOARD</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORT BEND</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKLIN</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREESTONE</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIO</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAINES</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALVESTON</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARZA</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLESPIE</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLASSCOCK</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLIAD</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONZALES</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAY</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAYSON</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREGG</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIMES</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUADALUPE</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMILTON</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANSFORD</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III.2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARDeman</td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDIN</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRISON</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARTLEY</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASKELL</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAYS</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMPHILL</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HENDERSON</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIDALGO</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL</td>
<td>217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOCKELY</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOOD</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPKINS</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSTON</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOWARD</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUDSPETH</td>
<td>229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNT</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUTCHINSON</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRON</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACK</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JASPER</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFF DAVIS</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JEFFERSON</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIM HOGG</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JIM WELLS</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARNES</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAUFMAN</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENDALL</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENEDY</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENT</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERR</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMBLE</td>
<td>267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING</td>
<td>269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINNEY</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLEBERG</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOX</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMAR</td>
<td>277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMB</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMPAASAS</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA SALLE</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAVACA</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEON</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBERTY</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIMESTONE</td>
<td>293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIPSCombo</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIVE OAK</td>
<td>297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLANO</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVING</td>
<td>301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUBBOCK</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNN</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCULLOCH</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCLENNAN</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCMULLEN</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON</td>
<td>313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARION</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATAGORDA</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARVERICK</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDINA</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENARD</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDLAND</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILAM</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLS</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL</td>
<td>335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTAGUE</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTGOMERY</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOORE</td>
<td>341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORRIS</td>
<td>343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTLEY</td>
<td>345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACOGDOCHES</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVARRO</td>
<td>349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWTON</td>
<td>351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOLAN</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUECES</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALO PINTO</td>
<td>363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANOLA</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARKER</td>
<td>367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMER</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PECOS</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLK</td>
<td>373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POTTER</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRESIDIO</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAINS</td>
<td>379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDALL</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAGAN</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED RIVER</td>
<td>387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REEVES</td>
<td>389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFUGIO</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTS</td>
<td>393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTSON</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKWALL</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RUNNELS</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSK</td>
<td>401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABINE</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN AUGUSTINE</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN JACINTO</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN PATRICIO</td>
<td>409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN SABA</td>
<td>411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHLEICHER</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCURRY</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHACKELFORD</td>
<td>417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELBY</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHERMAN</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMERVELL</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARR</td>
<td>427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHENS</td>
<td>429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STERLING</td>
<td>431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEMILL</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUTTON</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWISHER</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARRANT</td>
<td>439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRELL</td>
<td>443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRY</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THROCKMORTON</td>
<td>447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TITUS</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOM GREEN</td>
<td>451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAVIS</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRINITY</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYLER</td>
<td>457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSHUR</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPTON</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UVALDE</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAL VERDE</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAN ZANDT</td>
<td>467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTORIA</td>
<td>469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALKER</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALLER</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD</td>
<td>475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WASHINGTON</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEBB</td>
<td>479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHARTON</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEELER</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WICHITA</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILBARGER</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLACY</td>
<td>489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLIAMSON</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILSON</td>
<td>493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINKLER</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III.5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WISE</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD</td>
<td>499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOAKUM</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUNG</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAPATA</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAVALA</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OFFSHORE COUNTY NAME</th>
<th>OFFSHORE COUNTY CODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S PADRE IS-SB</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N PADRE IS-SB</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSTANG IS-SB</td>
<td>602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATGRDA IS-SB</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZOS-SB</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALVESTON-SB</td>
<td>605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH IS-SB</td>
<td>606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S PADRE IS-LB</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N PADRE IS-LB</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSTANG IS-LB</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATGRDA IS-LB</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZOS-LB</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAZOS-S</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALVESTON-LB</td>
<td>706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALVESTON-S</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH IS-LB</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH IS-S</td>
<td>709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH IS-E</td>
<td>710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH IS-E,S</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSTANG IS-E</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N PADRE IS-E</td>
<td>713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S PADRE IS-E</td>
<td>714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABINE PASS</td>
<td>715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>